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ALFALFA OR LUCERN: 
THE CUTTING TIME. 
ITS FEEDING VALUE . 
LUTHER FOSTER AND LEWIS A MERRILL. 
OBJECT OF EXPERIMENTS. 
1- . ' . 
n JJ e object of these expenments was to determtne: 
j 
. J .usTbe comparative yield, composition, and digestibility 
. 41y, medium, and late cuttings of alfalfa; ( b) of tbe first, 
nd third crops. 
':'he relative feeding value (a) of the various cuttings; 
, .. different crops . 
..-~ J 1! I 
J J t · Tbe feeding val ue of alfalfa, as compared with tbat of 
timo hy bay, sbt"edded corn foddel", red clover, and a mixture of 
alfalfa and st14a \\'. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
ORIGINAL OBJECT. 
These experiments, as originally planned, had for 
object the determination of the best time to cut alfalfa in 
to secure the most profitable annual yield, its chemical 
sition, digestibility and the results of feeding trials being 
sidered. A comparison of the yield and feeding value of 
first, second and third crops was also made a part of the in 
tigation, and as with the different cuttings, the composition 
digestibility formed a part of the work. In conducting 
experiment to determine the comparative feeding value of 
various cuttings and of the different crops of alfalfa, some 
rougl1age qf well-known feeding qualities was regularly 
-with a set or two of steers for comparison. Timothy hay, 
of the most widely known coarse fodders in the United 
was so employed through four of the five trials. Common 
clover was also used in three of the experiments, and sb 
ded corn fodder in three. 
It should be stated that in most cases the grain ration 
able was rich in protein and accordingly -better suited to 
a roughage of timothy hay or coa."se fodder than one 
alfalfa. 
Stall versus open yard feeding, the value of mixed hay 
com'parison with alfalfa, and root feeding versus dry 
were added features of the work for a few years, as were 
number of tests looking toward the utilization of straw as 
ration in connection with alfalf.a. While the determination 
the cutting time and feeding value of alfalfa were the . 
objects of the investigation, incidentally a number of other 
portant facts were brought out in relation to the cost of 
a finished beef product in Utah and the ability of feeders in 
State to successfully compete with those of the East, 
corn is cheap, in giving the final preparation for market. 
This line of investigation was started by Professor 
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born. During the season of 1893 the necessary cuttings of 
alfalfa were made, and the follow.ing winter the first feeding 
test was s uccessfully conducted. The details and results of the 
work are reported in Bulletin No. 31. Professor Mills con-
tinued the experiment for two years ~ adding red clover and 
timothy for comparison. He arranged for the proper cuttings 
of alfalfa during the seasons of 1894 and 1895, and in each in-
stance carried on the feeding trial during the succeeding 
winter. Bulletin No. 44 contains a report of the two years' 
work, with a s ummary giving the conclusions drawn from the 
three t rials. Adding to the above the two years' experiments 
-conducted along the same line since the Station came under its 
present managment, it makes a total of five years' continuous 
inves tigation, with the exception of 1896, on the special subject 
~f the be t time in the stage of its growth to cut alfalfa, both 
yield an d feeding quality being considered. 
PREV ALENT OPINION. 
There is a prevalent opinion among farmers and others 
that roughage of any ~ind, cut for hay jus t before or in early 
bloom, is more valuable, pound for pound, especially for cattle 
food , than if cut at any later period of its growth. It is also 
maintained that for most hay crops the yield of digestible 
matter is greater. This is believed to be particularly true of 
alfalfa s ince from the early cutting method three full crops are 
obtained instead of two and -a -partial or no third, as by the full 
bloom or maturity plan. As an additional reason in favor of 
-cutting alfalfa early, many of the leaves which are thought to be 
the mos t valuable part of the plant, fall at maturity, and more 
are apt to be lost in curing than in the earlier stages of growth. 
-Plants cut at full bloom or later are believed also to contain a 
larger per cent of woody fiber, making them less digestible. In 
short, early cut alfalfa is believed to be less fibrous, more palat-
able and more digestible than the medium or late cut and to give 
a larger y ield of digestible nutrients from three immature crops 
per s eason than from two more mature ones. 
While a strong class of representative farmers hold to the 
-opinions stated above, others whose judgment carries equal 
weight, claim that 'fully as much hay is secured from two 
-cuttings at the more mature state of growth and that there is 
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.not enough gained in the superior q uality ·of the early cuttings 
to pay for handling a third crop. It was the diversity 
opinions that led originally to this line of experimentation. 
MAIN QUESTIONS. 
While there are many minor questions involved, the main 
inquiry naturally arising from that part of the investigation 
relating to the time of cutting, is, by which method will the 
greatest number of pounds of digestible alfalfa be obtained 
from a given piece of land during the season? But the answer 
to this question alone, does not wholly decide the matter. Ii 
there enough greater yield from the early or medium cuttings 
of the three crops to more than pay the expense of handling an 
additional crop, for it is granted that the additional expense of 
handling the same amount in two crops is very slight? There 
is still another quite important consideration relating to the 
comparative palatability of the different cuttings. The dige 
bilityof the two cuttings may be the same, still one of them 
may be fed with less waste than the other because the animal 
likes it better and eats it up cleaner. Thus would the animal 
secure more pounds of digestible matter from a given quantity 
of one cutting than from the same amoun.t of another. The 
comparative nutritive value of the cuttings must not be over-
looked, e,-en if the per cent of digestibility as a whole be the 
same the nutrients may not be in the same proportion; i. e., the 
. nutritive ratio may be narrower in one cutting than another. 
This would, of course, have a bearing on the feeding value. 
Briefly stated, from the part of the experiment relating to the 
time of cutting, results were sought to determine the following: 
1. By which method the largest yield of digestible matter 
per acre is secured annually. 
2 . . The relative yields of the first, second, and third crops 
by the different methods of cutting. 
3. 'l'he comparative composition of the several cuttings by 
each method. 
. GENERAL PLAN~ 
Each season an even, representative field of alfalfa was 
divided into three equal pieces. The same field was used 
during the last three years of the work, and in order to elimi-
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nate any possible difference in yield that might arise from 
unevenness of stand or growth, the land was divided into strips 
running east and west in 1897, and north and south in 1898. 
The divisions were numbered I, II, and III. Each crop of alfalfa 
on plat No. I was cut when a f(;'w scattering blossoms could be 
seen over the piece, on plat No. II when in full bloom, about 
ten days 'later than the early cutting; and on plat No. III still a 
week or more later, when fully half the blossoms had fallen. 
These cuttings were termed early, medium and late. The hay 
from each was carefully stored, after properly curing, in differ-
ent divisions of the hay mow and preserved for the feeding 
tests which followed each season's cuttings. 
The feeding experiments were all conducted with native 
steers showing usually a slight trace of Shorthorn, Devon, 
Angus, or Holstein blood, and while they were called home-bred, 
they came to us in the fall direct from the range, possessing 
the u ual characteristics of that class of cattle. As a rule such 
cattle have never eaten any grain and when concentrates formed 
a part of the ration they were slow in learning to eat them and 
it required a number of weeks to bring them up to taking the 
desired amount. The fact that the grain was not always 
relished as one might expect, may account for sOple sets making 
better gains on alfalfa alone than they did with the addition 
of concentrates. After securing the several cuttings of the 
different crops in the best condition possible, the answer to the 
question of their comparative feeding value was sought. For 
this purpose range steers, purchased each season, were divided 
into lots as evenly as possible in regard to weight and feeding 
characteristics, and each set was fed on a special cutting of the 
lucern, with or without grain, all having exactly the same treat-
ment in this as well as in all other respects. 
In carrying out the details of feeding, all hay and grain fed 
to the different sets of steers was accurately weighed, and each " 
day all that was left in the mangErs was weighed back and count-
ed a waste. The intention was to give all 'the alfalfa to each set 
that it would eat without leaving as waste any more than its 
quality should plainly indicate ~ught to be left. In fact the 
amount given each day was gauged by the amount and quality 
of the waste. Two different seasons the digestibility of the 
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various crops and cuttings was also found. In the feeding we 
sought answers to the following: 
1. How do the different cuttings of the various crops com-
pare in palatability as shown by the waste and its character? 
2. Pound for pound·, which cutting and which crop give 
the largest increase in live weight? 
3. Is. any cutting benefitted more than another by the 
addition of a grain ration? 
4. What is the comparative number of pounds of each 
cutting and crop required for one pound of gain when fed 
alone or with grain? 
5. Do the most economical gains come from the cuttings 
giving the largest yields in digestible matter? 
These tests in cutting and feeding alfalfa have covered a 
p~riod of five years, and more than one hundred steers have 
been made use of in connection with the feeding trials. The 
work was carefully planned and its details have been accurately 
and systematically carried out. The results may, therefore, 
be considered as fairly conclusive. 
DET AILS OF EXPERIMENTS FOR 1897-98-99. 
ALFALFA OR LUCERN- TIME OF CUTTING. 
OBJECT. 
To determine the comparative yield, composition and digest-
ibility (a) of early, medium, and late cuttings of alfalfa, (b) of 
the first, second, and third crops. 
In the following pages are given the details of the conclud-
ing two years' investigations to determine the time to cut 
alfalfa for its highest feeding value; to learn the relative value 
of the different crops, and to compare the feeding value of 
qlfalfa as a roughage with various other forage crops. This 
line of work was started in 1893 and has been kept up contin-
uously ever since, with the exception of the year 1896, when the 
department came under its present management too late to 
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DIAGRAM OF ALFALFA FIELD. 
PLAT I. 
Each crop on this division WIlS cut when the first blossoms appeared. It pro-
duced t hree crops annually during the five years of the experiment. The aver-
age yields per acre were as follows: 
LBB. 
Hay ..................... ... ............ 10,719 
Digestible matter ......... ..... . .. .... 6,413 
Beef product. . ..... .. . ...... ...... .... 705.61 
PLAT II. 
The first and second crops on this plat were cut when in full bloom, the third 
at or before early bloom, depending on the season. It produced three crops an-
nually during the experiment. The average yields per acre were as follows: 
LBB. 
Hay ... .. . . .... . .. .. ................. . .. 9,829 
Digestible matter . ........... . .. . . .... 5,912 
Beef product...... . .. . . .... ... . ... . 561. 88 
Each crop on this division of the field was cut when fully h'alf the blossoms 
ha d fallell . During four seasons of the f'xperiment, it produced only two crops 
annually. The average yields per acre for the five years were as follows: 
LBB. 
Hay ... ...... .. ............ . .. ........... 9.100 
Digestible matter . ....... . ..... . ...... 5,309 
Beef product. .... .. .. ........ . .. . . .... 490.50 
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arrange for the proper c.uttings of alfalfa, so it was 
essary to discontinue the experiment for that year. 
COMPARATIVE YIELDS OF CUTTINGS. 
During the season of 1897, also of 1898, the desired cu 
of the different crops of alfalfa were made and separate1 
stored for the feeding trials that were conducted during 
succeeding winter. For these two seasons, as well as for.that 
1895, the alfalfa was obtained from the same piece of 
which is typical of the soil considered well adapted to · the 
It is located on the second bench, and is a clay loam with a su 
soil of gravelly clay. The field was divided into s . 
running east and west the first season and north and south 
second, in order to obviate any difference in yield that m· 
result from the uneven distribution of water, or from any 
tion in the character of the soil, or from the stand of 
Each season after dividing the field into three equal s 
designated as Plats I, II, and III, one piece was used for the 
cuttings, another for the medium, and the other for the 
The early cuttings were made in every instance when 
first blossoms appeared, the medium cuttings when 
alfalfa was in full bloom, and the late cuttings when fully 
half the blossoms had fallen. 
In curing the hay, the method in common practice 
farmers was followed, viz: After cutting, it was allowed to lie 
the swath until well wilted, when it was raked into windrows, 
raked and put into small bunches to remain until dry enough 
store in the barn. Neither salt nor lime was used to assist 
preserving it. By this method, few leaves were lost ex 
from the late cuttings. 
THE TABLES. 
Table I shows the time the different cuttings were 
the yields per acre of each, and the yield5> of the different 
for the seasons of 1897 and 1898. It also shows the total a. .. U>A--..... 
yields per acre by the different methods of cutting, and 
averages of all for the two years. . 
The total yield per acre from the early cuttings for the 
year 1897, was 2,585 pounds greater thaI?- from the medium 
4,113 pounds more than from the late. That year there waS 
TABLE I.-DATES OF CUTTING AND YIELDS PER ACRE FOR THE SEASONS OF 1897 AND 1898. 
---
FIRST CROP. SEOOND CROP. THIRD CROP. 
CUTTI NGS . 
Yield Y ield 
Cut. Weighed . Cut. Weighed. C u t. Weighed. 
Per Acre. Per Acre. 
1897. 
Early Cutting . ... . . ...... . . .. .. . . June 19. June 22. 5093 Aug, 2 . Aug. 4. 4220 Sept. 27. Sept. 30. 
Medium Cutting ..... ..... ... .... June ao. July 6. 4655 Aug. 18. Aug. 21- 3890 Oct . 11. Oet. 22. 
LR:te Cutting .... ... .. .... ... . July 9. J uly 12. 4630 Sept. 6. Sept. 9. 4080 ... .. .. .. .. ... ...... ... 
- -
A verage of Crops ..... .. ... . ... . . 4793 4063 
1898. 
Early Cutting . . .... . . .... .... ... . June 18. June 20. 4720 July 21. July 25 . . 3855 Aug. 30. Sept . 3. 
Med ium Cut ting . .. ... .. ... .. June 25. June 29. 5385 Aug. 5 . Aug. 9. 3800 Sept. 29. Oct. 10. 
Late Cutting .... .. . ..... . .. .. ... . July 5. July 12. 6188 Au g . 19. Aug :i3. 4325 Oct. 19. Oct. 26. 
- -
Aver'lge of Crops .. .. . .. . . . .. ... 5431 3993 
AVERAGES OJ!' 1897-98. 
Early Cutting ... .. . . . . . .. J u ne 18. June 21. 4907 J u ly 27. July 30. 4038 Sept . 13. Sept. 16. 
Medium Cutting . .. .. . .. . J u ne 27. July 3. 5020 Aug. 12. Aug. 15. 3845 Oct.5. Oct..16. 
Late Cutting . .. ... . .. .. . . Ju ly 7. July 12. 5409 Aug. 28. Sept. 1. 4203 Oct. 19. Oct. 26. 
- - -
A verage of Crops .... . . . . 5112 4028 
Yield 
Per Acre. 
3530 
1713 
. . .. 
-
1748 
3663 
3840 
1429 
-
2977 
3597 
2777 
715 · 
-
2363 
Tot a l 
Yield 
P er 
Acre . 
128-13 
10258 
8730 
--
l 06 LO 
: 2238 
13025 
1i942 
--
124.02 
12541 
11642 
10336 
--
11506 
::.-
t""' 
"%j 
> t""' 
~ 
:> 
o 
:::0 
8 
() 
t:rJ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
eN 
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third crop from the piece of late cuttings and the expense of 
handling an extra crop would need to be taken into account in. 
comparing it with the other pieces. In 1898, when a third crop 
was obtained from all the divisions of the field, the relative 
total product of the different pieces was very much changed, 
the medium cuttings giving a yield exceeding that of the early 
by 187 pounds and the late by 1,083 pounds. The average 
results of the two seasons are favorable to the early cuttings, 
showing f~)1' them a product greater by 899 pounds than for the 
medium, and 2,205 pounds greater than for the late. If in the 
average results, 100 represent the annual acre yield from the 
piece of early cuttings, 93 would represent that from the piece 
of medium and 82 from the late. 
Comparing the different crops, the first gave the largest 
product in every instance and the third the lowest in every 
case but one, where the yield is practically the same as the 
second. Taking the average yield of the first crop as 100, the 
second stands 79 and the third 46. 
The reader's attention is now called to Table II in which 
are given the results of five seasons' tests as to the best time 
to cut alfalfa, with the general averages of the same. From 
the facts there exhibited, reliable conclusions may be drawn. 
Other things being equal the larger the number of trials from 
which the average results are made, the greater reliance do in-
vestigators place in them. 
This table shows the yields per acre of the different cut-
tings for the five seasons, the total yields per acre for each 
year by the early, medium and late methods of cutting, and the • 
separate yields of the first, second and third crop by the dif-
ferent methods, as well as the average of the same. There is 
also shown the average yields of the different crops and of the 
early medium and late cuttings for the whole five seasons. 
It is remarkable that the results of the different seasons 
taken separately agree so closely with the final result taken as 
an average of all. For instance, the final average, so far as 
yield alone is concerned, shows in favor of the early cuttings. 
Looking at the last column of the table, it will be, seen that the 
total annual yields, with a single exception. also favor the 
method of cutting when the first blooms appear. 
In every instance but ~ne, the yield of the first crop is 
TABLE H.- DATES OF CUTTING AND YIELDS PER ACRE OF ALFALFA. 
--
FIRST CROP. SECOND CHOP. THIRD CROP. 
CUTTINGS. 
Yield Yield Yield 
Cut. Weighed. Per Acre, Cut. Weighed. Per Acre, Cut. Weighed. Per Acre, in in in 
Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. 
1893. 
Ear ly C utting ...... . ......... .. .. June 22. June 26. 3558 July 31. Aug.3. 2130 Oct.5. Oct. 10. 1494 
Medium Cutting . ................ July 3. July 6. 3411 Aug. 17. Aug. 22. 2871 Oct.5. Oct. 10. 876 
Late Cutting . ... . ................ July 17. July 20. 4095 Sept. 9. Sept. 13. 3027 . .. .. .. ..... . .. . .. .... .... 
- - -
Crop Average ... . . . . ....... .... 3688 2676 790 
1894. 
Early Cutting . ........... .. . . .... June 12. June 15. 4254 July 30. Aug. 3. 3318 Sept. 24. Sept. 29. 3162 
Medium Cuttiug ................. June 23. JUlie 26. 3948 Aug.13. Aug. 15. 2211 Sept. 24. Sept. 29. 3330 
Late Cutting . .... ... ... .......... July 5 July 9. 4377 Sept. 4. Sept. 11. 3720 ...... ...... .. ........ .. . .. . 
- - -
Crop Average .......... .. ........ 4193 3093 2164 
1895. 
Early Cutting.. . .. ...... . .... . .. JUlie 25. JUlie 28. 3910 July 31. Aug. 3. 4270 Sept. 28. Oct. 2. 2385 
Medium Cutting ......... . . ... July 5. July 8. 4290 Aug.16. Aug. 19. 3707 qct.5. Oct. 10. 1215 
Late Cutting ..... . ....... . ....... July 19. July 24. 5782 Sept. 28. Oct. 1. 3855 ............ .. ..... ...... . ... 
- -
. -
Crop Average .......... ... ..... . . 4661 3944 1200 
(Continued) 
Total 
Yield 
Per 
Acre. 
7182 
7158 
7122 
10764 
948~ 
809'1 
10565 
9212 
963'1 
:> 
~ 
~ 
:> 
r 
~ 
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~ 
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TABt.E II. (Colltinued.)-DATES OF CUTTING AND YIELDS PER ACRE OF ALFALFA. ~ 
C]'. 
C]'. 
FIRST CRUP. SECOND CROP. I. THmo CROP. 
Total 
CUTTINGS. I Yield 
Yield Yield Yield Per 
Cut. I Weighed. I Per. Acre, Cut. Weighed. Per Acre, Cut. Weighed. Per Acre, Acre. In in in 
Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. 
---
---
1897. tlj c:: 
Early Cuttillg ............... June 19. t"' June 22. 5093 Aug. 2. Aug. 4. 4220 Sept. 27. Sept. 30. 3530 12843 r' 
~ Medium Cutting . .. .... .... .. .. .. JUlie 30. July 6. 4655 Aug. 18. Aug. 21. 3890 Oct. 11. Oct. 22. 1713 10258 1-3 ~ 
Late Cutting ... .. .. .. .. . ... July 9. July 12. 4630 Sept 6. Sept. 9. 4080 8710 Z .... .. ...... ........ ... 
Crop Average . . ................ 4793 4063 1748 Z 9 
1898. C]'. 
Early Cutting ..... " .. : .......... J nne 18. June 20. 4720 July 21. July 25. 
,..... 
3855 Aug. 30. Sept.3. 3663 122:18 
Medium Cutting .. .......... . . . . . June 25 . JUlie 27. 5385 Aug.5. Aug. 9, 3800 Sept. 29. Oct. 10. 3840 13025 
Lute Cutting .................... July 5. July 12. 6188 Aug. 19. Aug. 23. 4325 Oct. 19. Oct. 26. 1429 119'2 
Crop Average ......... . ....... . .. 5431 3993 · 2977 
A veruge for the Five Seasons: 
Early Cutting ....... . .. . June 19. June 22. 4307 July 29 . Aug. I. 3565 Sept. 24. Oct. 4. 2847 10719 
Medium Cutting . .. .. .... June 29. July 3. 4338 Aug.14. Aug.17. 3296 Oct.3. Oct. 10. 2195 9829 
Late Cutting . ..... '" .... July 11. July 15. 5014 Sept. 14. Sept. 18. 3801 Oct. 19. Oct. 26. 286 9100 
Crop AveraKe ............ 4M3 $M 1776 
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greatest and in no case but one, is a third crop yield equal to or 
greater than the second. It should be noted that the time in 
the s tage of growth that the cuttings were made, has varied a 
little with the different individuals conducting the work, but it 
is practically the same, except for the late cutting in 1893. 
Prof. Sanborn who directed the work for that season says: 
"The first lot was cut just before the lucern came into bloom; 
th e econd lot in early bloom, and the third lot completely out 
of bloom." In detailing the work of the next two years, Prof. 
Mill says: "One of the sections was cut just before the blos-
soms appeared; another section was cut about a week after 
fir s t blooming; and the other section was cut about one week 
after full bloom." 
Comparing the average results of the different cuttings 
for th e five years and taking the early cutting as 100, the second 
is 92 and the third 85. If the first four years only are consider-
ed , a nd the early cuttings be represented ,by 100, the medium 
will s tand 87,!, and the late 81. Reversing the order and repre-
senting the average annual product per acre, where the method 
of lat e cutting was put in practice, by 100, the medium would 
be rep r esented by 108, and the early by 118. Few would, per -
hap, advocate cutting alfalfa at as late ' a stage of its develop-
ment as that represented by our "late cutting." The results 
of our experiments , so far as quantity is concerned, certainly 
show nothing in its favor. Dropping the late cutting out of 
thi part of the test, the early and medium are placed on the 
same bas is as ' to cos t of handling, for in every instance during 
th e five s easons, three crops have been produced by each 
meth od. Leaving the matter of composition, palatability and 
dige tibility for later consideration, the yields of the medium 
an d early cuttings tand in the proportion of 100 to 109, or an 
average rate per acre of Y90 pounds in favor of the early cut-
ting method. The results of the second , third and fourth tests 
are ver y similar, and taken without regard to the other two, 
show an average crop of 1,738 pounds pe r acre in favor of the 
method of early cutting as compared with the medium, and 
2,576 pounds better than the late. The yields of the medium 
and early are in the proportion of 100 to 118. 
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TABLE IlL-COMPOSITION OF ALFALFA HAY. 
COMPOSITION OF DRY MATTER. 
CUTTING C >< ~,-.. ,; 
..ci :8 ., k~ CIl en oSCilO 
.0 < 0 ~.c '" ~ . ~~ ~ ~ 
1 95. 
FIRs'!' CROP: 
Early Cutting- ... ....... 9.76 15.01 3 .28 32.52 
Medium Cutting ..... :. 9.45 12 .10 2.65 31.45 
Late Cnttiug . .. ........ .n 12.31 2.65 40.36 
SECOND CROl': 
Early Cutting .... ..... . 12 .40 14.60 3.26 32.98 
Medium Cutting . ...... 10 .11 12.85 3.25 35.14 
Late Cutting . .... ...... 9.64 14.51 2.82 36.09 
THIRD CHOP: . .. ........... . 11.15 15.73 3 .20 31.95 
1896. 
FIRST CROP: 
Early Cutting .. ........ 11 .10 16.30 2.92 30 .53 
~edium Cutting ..... .. 8.52 13.51 2.17 35 .22 
Late Cutting ........ .. . .15 11.67 1. 74 40.47 
'ECOND CROP: 
Early Cutting .. .. ...... 9.17 17.93 1.85 32.23 
Medium CLtting .. . .... 9.67 14.80 2 .53 34.50 
Late utting . .......... 8.55 14.58 2.14 34.82 
THIRD CHOP: . . ...... . ..... . 9.28 12 .93 1.87 35.49 
1&97. 
FIRST CROP: 
Early Cutting . .. . .... .. 8 .20 10.39 2.32 27.49 
Medium Cutting ..... : . 9.13 n .Oi! 1.69 28 .46 
Late Cutting ........... 8. 06 12.25 2 .03 33 .26 
SECOND CHOP: 
Early Cutting . ..... . ... 9.99 11 .3~ 2.14 31.6-1 
Medium Cutting ... .. . . 7.96 12 .2!i 2.26 .3100 
Late Cutting ......... .. 8. 61 12 .21 1.98 35.08 
THIRD CROP: . ........ .. .. ... . 9.79 12 .39 2.42 26.00 
A VERAGE OF THE THREE 
SEASONS. 
FIRST CROP: 
Early Cutting .......... 9.69 13.90 2.84 30.18 
Medium Cutting ....... 9 .03 12.21 2.17 31. 71 
Late Cuttiug ... .... . . .. 8.31 12 .08 2.14 38.03 
Crop Average ... .. ..... 9.01 12 .73 2.38 33.3i 
~ 
SECOND CROP: 
Early Cutting ... ....... 10.52 14 .62 2.42 32 .28 
Medium Cutting .... . . . 9.25 13 .32 2.68 33.85 
Late Cutting . ... . ...... 8.93 13.76 2.31 35 .33 
Crop Average . . . ...... . 9.57 13.90 2.47 33.8-1 
THIRD CROP: 
All Cuttings ....... ..... 10.07 13 .68 2.50 31.15 
AVERAGE OF FIRST AND 
SECOND CROPS FOR 
THREE YEARS. 
Early Cutting . .... . .. .. 10.10 14.26 2.63 31.23 
Medium Cutting . .. . . " 9.14 12.77 2.43 32.78 
Late Cutting . ... . ...... 8.62 12.92 2.23 36.68 
A VERAGE OF THIRD CHOPS 
FOR THREE YEARS ... . . 10.07 13.68 2.50 31.15 
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The fir s t and last trials do not give such marked variations 
in the amounts of hay produced by the different ways of cut-
ting. rrb eir average shows the m edium cuttings to be the best 
by a few hundred pounds per acre , the relative products stand-
ing a follows : Late 100, medium 106 and early 102. While 
the varia tion and partial results are of interest, conclusions 
drawn f r om the full number of tests are most reliable. 
Comparing the three crops by taking an average of all the 
cuttings of each for the full time of the test, the first gave the 
large t yield per acre, exceeding the second crop by 999 pounds 
and th e third by 2,777 pounds. Representing the acre yield of 
the fir s t crop by 100, the second would be represented by 78 
and th e third by 39. This 'comparison includes the late cut-
ting ,of which there was but one-third crop in the five seasons. 
Taking only the early and medium cuttings into the average, 
the r elative proportion of the third crop is raised to 58, while 
the fir t and s econd stand as above. Of the early cutting alone 
the varia tion of the crop yields is still less, standing as follows: 
Fir t c rop 100, second 83, third 66. 
COMPOSITION O F ALF ALFA HAY. 
Table III gives the composition of the several cuttings and 
the differ ent crops of alfalfa for three seasons, also the average 
compo ition for the three years, and the average composition of 
all early , medium and late cuttings of the first and second crops 
for the same time. The analyses were all made by Professor 
John A. Widt oe, the Station chemist. The 'determinations for 
1895 an d 1897 were made from the cuttings of alfalfa used in 
the feeding tes ts of those years, but those' for 1896 were taken 
from Bulletin No. 48, on "The Life History of Lucern." For 
the fir t two y ears the proportion of the numerous ingredients 
varie through the different cuttings in about the same ratio, 
and the compos ition of similar cuttings agrees very closely. It 
will be noticed that there is a higher per cent of both protein 
and fat for thes e two seasons in the early cuttings of the first 
and econd crops than in either the medium or the late, while 
for 1 97 the per cent of protein is markedly the lowest in the 
early cuttings of the first two crops, and the fat is about equal 
to that of the other cuttings. Such variations in composition 
are not eas ily accounted for. The protein and fat are referred 
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to especially because th e more of these two constituents 
the less of fiber, the higher the feeding value. The per cent 
fiber, the most indigestible nutrient, agrees very closely for 
three seasons, showing an increase in amount with each cu 
as the alfalfa advanced toward maturity. The third 
which wa.s necessarily cut when the first blooms · appeared 
before, in order to save it, shows a high per cent of 
and fat and a low per cent of fiber, indicating pound for UVLUl,U.-, .• ~ 
a superior feeding value. The average composition, taking 
three seasons' analyses, as shown in the lower portion of 
table, gives the early cut hay the highest per cent of prote 
and fat and the lowest per cent of fiber. The difference in e 
amount of protein and fat between the medium and late 
tings is not so marked, but the increase of fiber and the 
crease in nitrogen free extract (sugar, starch, gum, etc.) of 
last cutting indicate a distinct decline in its feeding value. 
the three crops, the second contains the largt;st quantity of 
mos t valuable ingredient, protein, and it stands ahead of 
first and only a trifle below the third crop in its per cent of 
In the other contents the third crop ranks highest. 
Table IV represents the relative proportions of the lea 
stems an'd flowers in the dry matter of the different cuttings 
alfalfa hay. By an inspection of it, the per cent of leaves 
found to be greater in the early cuttings of both crops and 
decrease in the medium and late, while the per cent of stems 
and flowers occurs in the inverse order, the lowest proportion 
appearing in the early cuttings and the highest in the late. If 
the proportion of l.eaves in the average of the early cuttings be 
represented by 100, that in the average of the medium will 
90, in the late 74; the third crop will be 107 and the average 
all 91. Representing the average proportions of like cutting&; 
of stems in a similar way , they s tand as follows: Early cutting 
100, medium 99.5, late 109. An average of the per cent of leaves. 
in all of the cuttings shows them to constitute more than 37 per 
cent of the dry matter in alfalfa hay, when they are not lost by 
improper curing and handling. 
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TABLE IV.*- PROPORTION OF LEAVES, STALKS AND FLOWERS IN THE 
DRY MATTER OF ALFALFA. . 
CUTTINGS. 
F IRST CROP : 
Early Cutting . .. . .... . 
Medium Cutting .. ... . 
La t e Cut ting . 
SECOND CROP: 
Early Cutting ...... . . . 
Medium Cutting ... . .. . 
Late utting .......... . 
T H IRD CROP : .... . . . . .... . . 
A VERAGE OF FIHST AND 
~ECOND CROPS: 
E arly Cutting . .... . . .. 
Medium Cut ting . . .... . 
Lat e Cut ting . ....... .. . 
Average of all Cuttings ... 
38 .43 
:U.56 
25.26 
43.71 
39.58 
35.15 
43 .93 
41.07 
37 .07 
30 .21 
37.23 
fi8.75 
59 .62 
67 .45 
54.58 
53 18 
56 .20 
55 .43 
56 .67 
56.40 
61. 83 
57.89 
2.82 
5.82 
7.29 
1.71 
7.24 
8.65 
0.64 
2.27 
6.53 
9 '79 
4 .88 
Alf If* Tables IV and V werA nompiled from Bulletin No. 58 on •. The Life History of 
a a," b y Prof. Jno. A. Widtsoe. 
The comparative composition of the leaves, stems and 
flowers is g-iven in Table V. Taken in connection with the 
previous table, it shows forcibly the importance of handling the 
alfalfa crop by a method that will preserve the leaves as fully 
as possible. As compared with the stems, the leaves and 
flowers contain almost three times' as much protein, more than 
four times as much fat, and a half more nitrogen-free extract. 
These three compounds are the most digesti'ble and the most 
valuable constituents of the plant. . 
Of fiber, the most indigestible port.ion, the leaves and 
flowers contain less than one-third as large a per cent as the 
stems . , 
The e facts all point to the superior feeding value ·of the 
leaves and blossoms. Comparing the time of cutting, it is found 
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that the largest per cent of protein occurs in all parts of 
plant in the early cuttings, the amount gradually 
through the medium and late. The same may be noticed in 
fat of the leaves. 
The leas t a mount of fiber and also of nitrogen-free "'v1~"" j,.t 
is found in the leaves and flowers of the early cuttings, tb 
quantity g radually growing larger as the alfalfa reaches 
turity. With the fiber, the increas e reduces the feeding 
while th e increase in the nitrogen-free extract adds to it. 
latter cons tituent grows less in the stems from the early to 
late cuttings, but the fiber increases very rapidly. In nearly 
ins tances the compos ition of the leaves and stems, as well 
their proportional amounts in the plant, is favorable to the early 
cutting. 
Table VI was computed from the composition of 
b ay given in Table III, using th e diges tion co-efficients d 
mined by Prof. Widtsoe, as publi shed in Bulletin No. 
" The Life His tory of Lucern, Part II." The alfalfa cu 
of 1897, were used in the diges tion experiment. By r<> .. .,· .. " ... ~r · 
to T able III, it will be seen that the per cent of protein 
ve17 low in that year 's cuttings , and that the proportion of 
important nutrient was greater in the medium and late, 
in the early cuttings. For the s easons of 1895 and ]896, 
compos ition was the exact oppos ite, the per cent of 
being highes t in the early cuttings an~ decreasing quite 
lady to the late. Additional diges tion trials will be required 
establis h definitely, diges tion co-efficients for the d 
·cutting . 
The ayerage of the tbree years shows the per cent of 
ges tible nutrients to be s lightly the highest in the early cu 
though the third crop is best in the two most valuable 
stituents . Attention should he called to the fact that the C1J 
tings of the third crop were made at the time of early blooIQ or 
before. The yields gi yen in Table II, show that the hay fro1O 
the third crop was composed largely ot' the early cutting-
This explains why its composition and digestibility so closely 
agree with those of the early cutting of the first and second 
crops . 
If only the determinations for 1895 and 1896 
the r esults are much more favorable to the early 
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TABLE V.-COMPOSITION OF ALFALFA LEAVES, STEMS AND FLOWERS. 
CUTTINGS 
.J:; 
Ul 
~ 
---
FIRST CROP: 
1 Leaves .... .. .... ...... .... 14.33 
Early Cutting.... Stems .. ............... .... 9 .01 
Flowers ........... . ..... ... 10.56 
~Leaves ................. . .... 11 .72 Medium Cutting Stems . ...... . .......... .... 6.56 
F lowers ... . ... .. ..... . .... 9.47 
~ Leaves .... .. ... . ............ 13.48 
Late Cutting.... . ~tems....... .. .......... 5.47 
Flowers .............. . ..... 9.~0 
SECOND CROP: 
E ~ Leaves . . ..... . .......... . . 11 .65 
i a rly Cutting.... :-;tems . ... . ....... .. ... .... . 7.17 
Flowt'rs . ................... 9.00 
Medium t' ~ ~eaves . . ...... ... ... ....... 14 .34 Cu ttng terns . . . . ........ . .. .. ... 6.l5 
Flower ..... .. ........ . . .... 8.64 
L C ~ Leaves . ...... ......... .. ... 12 .26 
ate utting ... .. Stems ................ .. .... 5. 21 
Flo,vers ...... ........ . .... 7.58 
THIRD CROP : 
Leaves 
.. .. .. .. ..... ....... .. ... ........... .. 12.14 
terns 
.... ......... .... 
.... .. ................ 5.77 
A VERAGE OF THE FIRST AND SECOND CROPS: 
E I C 1 Leaves . .................... 12 .99 
a r y utting . ... Stems .... ... ........ .. .... 8 .09 
Flowers .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 78 
M d' ~ Leaves . . . ...... .. ......... . 
e lum Cutting Stems .. .......... ..... ... .. 
Flowers .... ........ .. . .. .. . 
Late Cuttino- ~ Leavp.s ..................... . 
b' . • • • terns .................... . 
Flowers ............ .. .... . . 
A VERAGE OF ALL CUTTINGS AND CROPS: 
-
13.03 
6.flO 
9.05 
12 .87 
5.:14 
839 
12 .84 
6 .fi2 
9.07 
IN DRY MATTER 
'Q5 
~ 
0 
... 
Il. 
---
24.05 
10 74 
26.18 
20.83 
R.88 
21. 75 
19.39 
7.52 
23 .04 
27 .88 
9.89 
19.98 
22.29 
8 .03 
22 .79 
24 .92 
6 .31 
19.il6 
17.57 
5.73 
25 .96 
10.31 
23.08 
21.56 
8. 45 
22 .27 
22 15 
6.91 
21.20 
22.42 
8.16 
22.18 
... 
CI.l 
.J:;~ 
~o 
t:z;ld 
... ~ 
o~ 
~fil 
~ 
---
5.99 
.94 
1.6~ 
4.!H 
.79 
2.34 
4.12 
1 01 
283 
2.97 
.99 
2.24 
4 .30 
1.28 
2.12 
3 .88 
.99 
2.03 
4.15 
.97 
4.48 
.96 
1.96 
4.42 
1.03 
2.23 
4.00 
1.00 
2.43 
4.28 
1.00 
2.21 
... 
Q) 
.a 
if; 
---
13 . 1 
42.17 
15.58 
1IU5 
4~ . 70 
16 .12 
16 .86 
51.79 
17.78 
13 .67 
47.64 
14.67 
12 .60 
fJ3.22 
15 .63 
13.52 
54.24 
15.66 
13 .85 
55.67 
13.74 
44.9U 
15 .12 
13. 87 
50.96 
15 .87 
15.19 
53 .0L 
16.72 
14.21 
50 .64 
1fi .91 
q) 
Q) 
~t 
C<1$ 
q)'" 
' b.o+' 
0>< 
b fil 
~ 
41.82 
37 14 
46 .00 
47.77 
35.18 
50 .28 
46 15 
34 .21 
48 .15 
43.83 
34.31 
54.11 
46 .5L 
31.06 
50 .84 
45.42 
33.25 
55.37 
47.71 
31.86 
42 .82 
35. 72 
50 .05 
47.14 
33 12 
50.56 
45 .78 
33. 7:~ 
51. 76 
l5 .60 
33.86 
50.79 
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TABLR VI-DlGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN THE DIFFERENT CUTrINGS 
AN D CROPS. 
CUTTINGS. 
1895 
FIRST CROP : 
Early Cutting . . ... . .... . . . .. . ...................... . 
r:t~C~tri~~~~l.~ : :: :: :::: :::::: :::: :::'.:: ::: :: . ::: .... : 
SECOND CROP: 
Early Cuttingl. ....... . ........ ... ......... .... .. . . .. 
Medium Cutting . .............................. .. .. .. 
Late Cutting ......... . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. ... .. . . ... .. . . . 
THIRD CROP: ..... . ...•.... . . . ..... .. . 
1896. 
FIHST CROP: 
Early Cutting . ........ '" . . .. .... .. .. .. .. ... . . . . .. .. 
r:~lC~tS~~~~l.~: :::: :::::: :::: :: :: :::: :::: :::: .::.:: 
SECOND CROP: 
Early Cutting . .... .. . . .. .. .... .. . . . .. . ... . . ... .... . 
r:~C~t~~~~~.~~:: :::: :: .:: ... ::: :':::'.::::::::: ::: .... : 
'THIRD CROP: ... . .. . ..............•.......•...•• . . 
1897. 
FIRST CROP: 
Early Cuttin&: . . .. . .. .......... . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . . 
Medium Cutting.. . . .... .... . . . . .... . . .. .... . . . ... . 
Late C.utting ..... . . . .... . . . .... .. .. ...... . .. .. . ... . . 
SECOND CROP: 
~:~Vc~:3~l~~~: :: :': :::: :::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::: 
THIRD CROP : . . .... .... ... . ... . ........ .. . . . . .... . ..... . . 
AVERAGE OF FIRST AND SECOND CROPS, THREE YEARS. 
Early f:utt.ing .. . .. .. . ........... . ... ... . ........ . .. . 
Medium Cutting . ....... . . . . ........ .. ........ ... .. 
Late Cutting. . .... .. ................ .. . .. . .... .. 
THIRD CRoP AVERAGE ...... ...... ...... .. .. 
A VERAGE OF 1895 AND 1 96 . 
~:l[c~:~~~~~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
THIRD CROP . ...... . . ... . .... ... . . . . ... •••.. . .. . . . •.. . .... 
DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN lOO-LBI • 
0 
'Q:j 
(5 
I-
Po. 
9 .31 
7.91 
8. 3l 
9.66 
9.38 
10. 49 
10 .90 
10 .11 
8.83 
7.90 
11.86 
10 .85 
10 .53 
9.il5 
6 .45 
7.20 
8.30 
7.50 
8. 9.! 
8.32 
9.17 
9.15 
8.85 
9.06 
9.81 
10 .24 
9.24 
9.31 
10 .13 
+> as 
r.. 
1.27 
.75 
1.03 
1.22 
1.46 
1.25 
1.33 
1.14 
.61 
.68 
.69 
1.13 
.9fi 
.78 
.90 
.48 
.79 
.80 
1.01 
.88 
1.00 
1.00 
.91 
.93 
1.04 
1.08 
.9t 
.98 
1.06 
. 1 
0'" 
.QaS 
"" as '0 0;" 
:z:: 
(.'U3 
«.20 
41.07 
40.97 
43.26 
42 .62 
37.92 
42 .41 
42.46 
42.72 
42 .10 
42.95 
«.53 
40.94 
50.34 
46.98 
43.29 
46.21 
47.00 
45 .75 
43.98 
44 .25 
44.47 
43.33 
40.94 
42 .23 
4:~ . 22 
42 .73 
40.95 
, 
.1 
". 
.~ 
.~ 
.. 
.. 
.~ 
, 
:; 
.;~ 
.1 
! 
j 
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they agree more nearly with the per cent of digestible nutri-
ents in alfalfa hay, as given by Prof. W. A. Henry, in his com-
pilation of the average dige tible nutrients in American feed-
ing stuff . 
From the facts given in the preceding tables, we may con-
dude that alfalfa should be cut just before or when in early 
bloom , for the following reasons: 
1. A larger annual yield is obtained. 
2. It contains a higher percent of the more valuable 
nutrients. 
3. It contaIns a larger proportion of leaves. 
4. A great er proportion of it is digestible. 
ALFALFA OR LUCERN-FEEDING TESTS. 
OBJ E CT. 
1. To determine the relative feeding value of alfalfa cut-
tings, made at different stages of its development. 
2. To determine the comparative value of the first, second 
and third crops of alfalfa. 
3. To determine the feeding value of alfalfa as compared 
with timothy hay, shredded corn fodder, red clover, and a mix-
ture of alfalfa and straw. 
THE W ORK. 
The details of the past two years' feeding tes ts, as outlined 
above, are given in the follo~ing pages. There is also pre-
sented a $ummary of the results of all the cattle-feeding 
experiments conducted at this Station along the same lines, 
togeth r with the conclusions that may legitimately be drawn 
from them. 
Having learned what was possible from the yields, compo-
sition and digestibility of alfalfa c·uttings made at different 
stage of its growth, the attention is turned to the final and 
decisive test, that of their comparative feeding value. What-
eVer the yield, or the composition or the digestion co-efficient, 
th e supreme test, pound for pound, must in the end rest with 
the results of feeding. The feeder will select that cutting 
which gives a pound of gain, live weight,. from the smallest 
/ ( . 
I 
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number of pounds of hay. To determine this fact was 
main object of the experiment. 
THE STE ERS. 
The steers for inters were purchased in neighboring 
valleys and in each ~ e selected from a large number in order 
to secure aSeven a lot as possible. They were brought from 
the range to the Station corrals a few weeks before startinc 
the experiment to Jet them become familiar with their new 
surroundings and change of food. Most of the steers had 
raised on dairy farms as skim-milk calves. They had been 
turned onto the range as yearlings, had been brought in and. 
fed roughage during the secon9. winter and had been returned 
to the range in the spring as two-year-olds. They were not, 
therefore, as wild and ner vous as regular range stock, but they 
were by no means as gentle and kindly disposed as those 
constantly on the farm. It was in the fall, after the steers "R7"",rAo~ 
two years old, that they were selected for the feeding ~vn~ll"1-. : 
ment. 'In breed they were what are commonly called n'!llhu~~/'_ 
though a strong majority plainly showed traces of Sh A ..-1'hnt"ftt 
blood. , The remainder was made up of low grade -
Aberdeen-Angus, Holsteins and Herefords. I aken as a whole 
they were very good representatives of native steers in size 
and quality a nlts ar~ 10 be relied upon as sh 
what· Utah feeders mar depen with steers similarly 
reared and-fed. 
THE RE CORD. 
A fun and accurate history of the experiment was kept. 
showing every detail essential to a complete interpretation of 
the results. The following copy of the feeders' monthly sheet 
will give some idea of the daily routine of the feeder, in weigh-
ing and recording the rations and waste, and in noting any facts 
affecting the work, all of which were made a part of the per-
manent record of the experiment. The amounts recorded on 
the feeding sheet daily, are the allowances for the lot consisting-
of three steer~. T 'he quantity of roughage and grain given 
from day to day, was regulated by the amount and character of 
the waste. It was the intention to give all that the steers would 
eat. 
STEER FEEDING EXPERIMENT, 1898-9- FEEDERS MONTHLY SHEET. 
LOT 1. LOT II. LOT III. LOT I V. LOT V. LOT VI. LOT VII. LOT VIII. LOT IX. 
po; 
~ ~~ . I I ~ ~O • . . .a ' ':'' .:: . . . ci . • . .: . • .:5 . . . .: I . • . d . ~ ~~ ~ Q al ~ Q) Q Q) .. al ::: Q) .. al :: Q) ... Q) :: Q) .. Q) :: al .. al :: Q) .. Q) :: Q) .. al :: Q) 
f E ~ ';;j ~ S ~ ';;j ~ ~ ~ .;;; ~ ~ . ~ ';;j ~ ~ ~ ';;j ~ ~ ~ ';;j ~ ~ ~ ';;j ~ . ~ ~ 'iii ~ ~ ~ ';;j ~ 
..c 0 .... .. .... ... .. :I ...... :1.:.......:1 .. ~~:I .. :I .. 1 :1 .. :I ........ 
'JJ';..J ~ ~ ~ E-4 ~ ~ IS H ~ ~ e: H ~ ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ H i ~ ~ ~ ...:l ~ c; ~ 
- -- --- ---- ----
I 60 13 1431 .. 56 :3 14M, .. 58 4 14M, .. 62 9 12 .. 50 14 14M, .. 54 11 14 V2 .. 50 4 V2 14~ 60 8Yz 14M .. 60 3 V2 14~ .. .. 
2 60 1OV2 15 .. 60 53115 .. 60 3Yl\. L5 .. 62 9 V2 12% 50 1 15 .. 50 9 15 .. 52 2 15 ,,58 5 V2 15 .. 62 5 15 .. .. 
3 64 L5X 15%.. 60 8 15%.. 62 5 V2 15% .. 62 9 V2 13M, .... 56 Ilt~ lfi % .. 50 5 V2 15~ .. 56 4 15% .. 58 I 5 15%.. 62 5V2 15% 
4 64 16 16Yz .. 58 5 16Y::.. 62 8 l6Yz.. 62 10 14 .... 56 3Yz 16 Y::.. 50 6 16Yz.. fi8 9 16Y::.. 58 5Y:: 16Yz.. 62 5 16Y:: .. . 
5 64 15V2 17~ .. 58 5Yz 17 M, .. 60 5V2 17M, .. 60 8M, 14 % 60 12 17~ .. 50 10Yz 17M, .. 56 6Yz 17M, .. 58 I 3V2 17 M .. 62 4 17~ .. . . 
6 64 1731 18 .. 58 3M, 18 " 60 27 18 .. 60 11 m ·4 .... 58 7 18 .. 48 9Yz 18 V2 56 8 18 .. 60 ; 6V2 18 .. 62 6 18 37.1, 
7 62 1211z 18 ... 60 5 18 .. 50 9 V2 13 .. 56 7 157.( .... 58 9 18 .. 46 3Y:: 18 .. 54 6 18 .. tiO lO y:: 18 .. 62 831 18 .. .. 
8 64 12 V2 18 . . 60 7 18 .. 46 8 15 " 56 6Yz 15% ... 56 15 18 . . 48 3 18 54 6 18 % 56 5 18 . . 60 7 18 . . . 
9 68 15 V2 18 .. 62 6V2 18 .. 48 1 Ui V2.. 58 4 16~ 52 15Yz 10 % 52 7 18 M, 54 4V2 18 " 151< 5Yz 18 .. 60 8 18 .. .. 
10 68 19 18 .. 64 10 V2 18 54 4 V2 15%.. 62 13 16Yz .... 48 17 18 .. 5~ 8Yz 18 V2 54 6 18 .. 58 7 18 .. 58 431 18 
11 64 20 18%.. 60 9 l iS%.. fi4 37.1, 16% .. 58 12 17 Yz .... 46 9 18% .. 50 8 18% Yz M 6 18%.. 56 9V.. 18%.. 58 7Yz 18% 1Yz 
12 60 16 18% 1 58 10 1iS% .. 56 2% 16% .. 54 5 17% .... 52 6 18%.. 48 2Yz 18% M, 54 6 18% .. 52 1Yz 18% 7.1, 56 5Yz 18% ~ 
13 60 15 18%.. 5t 6% 18% " . 58 2Yz 17M, .. 56 10 18~ . ... 6tl 8 18% .. 52 7~ 18% M, 54 4V2 1iS% . . 56 3Yo 18% . . 56 2Yz 18% .... 
14 60 17Yz 18 ~q: .. 54 9Yz 18% .. 60 7 y:: 17%.. 54 ~ 18V2.. .. 68 17Yz 18% .. 50 6Yz 18% 7.1, 54 4 18%.. 58 7 18%.. 60 lOYz 18% ~ 
15 58 17 18% .. 52 6Y~ 18% .. fl8 10 187.(.. 54 8Yz 18U .... 66 2t 18% .. 48 2Y:: 18% ~ 54 9 18%.. 56 6Yz 18% .. 56 5 18% Y:: 
16 56 14 18~.. 52 7 liS% .. 52 4 18% .. 54 6~ 18% .... 58 lO Y:: 18%.. 50 4Yz 18% ~ 50 4 Y:: 18% .. fi4 4Y:: 18%.. 56 4 Y:: 18% Yz 
17 58 14V2 18%.. 52 " 18%.. 52 3 18%.. 56 6 18% .... 62 8 18~.. 50 6 18~.. 50 4 18%" 54 3 18~ . 56 3 18% ~ 
18 58 18Yz 18~ 2 54 4V2 18~ .. 54 3 18% .. 58 12 18~ .... 68 14 18% .. 50 3Y:: 18% M 50 6Y:: Ib%.. 56 7 18% .. 58 5 18% ~ 
19 56 18Y:: 16% 3 56 8V2 18% .. 56 3 18%.. 56 6 18% 68 19 Y:: 18% .. 52 8 V2 18% 7.1, 48 3~ 18% . . 54 lO Y:: 16% . fi8 5 V2 18% ~ 
20 54 16 Y:: 15 ~4: 1 54 7 18%.. 58 I 5Y:: 18~~ .. 58 12 Y:: 18~ . ... 64 11 18%.. 48 6Y:: 18% M, 50 6 18% . . 50 6Y:: l5 % .. 58 6 18% ~ 
21 52 13 V2 12Y::.. M 12 18% .. 58 3 18~.. 54 4Yz 18~ .. .. 68 16Yz 18% .. 46 4 18% 7.1, 48 4 11<%.. 48 6 14%.. 56 3V2 18% Y:: 
22 54 ll Y:: 12Y:: .. 50 6 18% .. 60 3 18%. 58 6 Y:: 18% _ 68 8 18% .. 48 3 V2 18% .. 50 5 18% .. 48 3 12Yz 58 3Yz 18% Yz 
23 5g 15 Yz 12 Y::.. 50 a 18~.. 62 8 1iS%.. 60 9 18% 1 V2 74 24Yz 18% .. 50 6 18% 14 50 5 18% .. 50 3 12 Y:: 60 4 Y:: 18% Yz 
24 58 10 1'> Y:: .. 52 5Y:: 18~.. 58 5 18%.. 58 11 ~4 15% .... 64 13 18% .. 48 1 V2 18% Yz 50 7Yz 18%.. 54 2 15 Yz 60 6 18% Y:: 
25 6::1 15 15Yz .. 52 7 18%.. 58 4Y:: 18% '. 56 4 15U .. " 66 19 18%.. 52 BYz 16% Yz 48 4 V2 18% . . 58 5Yz Hi Yz .. 60 2 Y:: 16% Y:: 
26 62 14 Yz l5 V2.. 52 8V2 18%.. 58 3 18%.. 60 11 16 1 62 11 18%.. 50 7V2 l:J Yz .. 48 7~ 18% .. 58 6Y:: 15%.. 62 5~ 15 Y:: .. .. 
27 62 18 15Y::.. 50 8 Y:: 18%.. 60 4V2 18%" 58 10 15 Y:: 1 64 13Yz 18% .. 48 3 [5Yz.. 46 4 18%. 58 5 16 .. 62 3Y:: l5 Y:: .. .. 
28 58 14 15Yz.. 48 6Yz 18%.. 60 8 18%.. 56 6V2 14 .... 66 11 Y:: 18% .. 50 6 15Yz .. 46 3 18% % 58 6 Y:: 16 . 64 5 15Yz .. .. 
29 60 16 V2 15Yz.. 46 4 18%.. 56 4Yz 183i.. 58 9 14 .... 68 15 l 8U .. 50 5 115Y:: .. 48 3Y:: 1 8~.. 56 4 16M.. 1)4 6 15Yz .. .. 
30 58 15 15% ' 46 2Y:: 18%.. 56 6Yz 18% .. 56 6 14 Yz 68 12. Y:: 18%.. 50 2Yz 16 .. 50 4 18%.. 56 5Y:: 16Yz .. 62 8 16 .. .. 
31 58 l8Y:: 16M.. 50 5 18%.. 54 3Yz 18%.. 58 8 15 ... 70 20 18% .. 54 5 16!4 .. 50 7 18% .. 56 5Y:: 17 Yz .. 58 4 16~ 
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PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT.-WINTER OF 1897-98. 
The experiment contained thirt -si wo-vea~ld steers 
purchased in Gentile valley , Idaho. Thev were divided into 
sets of three each, numbered consecutively from one to twelve 
Inclusive The first nine sets were placed in the barn. The 
other three had the freedom of large corrals and partially en-
~ closed sheds. The steers that had 'proved wildest were put 
into the outside divisions. The following is an outline of the 
sets, showing the roughage given to each: 
Lot I was fed the early cutting of the first crop of alfalfa, 
in stalls. ---' 
Lot II was fed the medium cutting of the first crop of 
alfalfa, in stalls. 
Lot III was fed the late cutting of the first 
in stalls. 
Lot IV was fed the early cutting of the second 
alfalfa, in stalls. 
Lot V was fed the medium ' cutting of the second 
alfalfa, in stalls. 
Lot VI was fed the late cutting of the second 
alfalfa, in stalls. 
Lot VII was fed the early cutting of the third 
/' alfalfa, in stalls. 
Lot VIII was fed the first crop of medium red clover, in 
stalls. 
,-/ Lot IX was fed the second crop of m'edium red clover, in 
stalls. 
Lot X was fed shredded corn fodder, in corral. 
Lot XI was fed timothy bay of the best quality, in corral. 
Lot XII was fed alfalfa and straw, in cOtTa1. 
PRELIMINARY FEEDING. 
The steers were brought in from the range the first week 
in November, but were not delivered at the Experiment Station 
corrals until the twelfth. From this date until the beginning 
of the experiment, December 1, they were fed a medium ration 
of alfalfa with all the corn stover they would eat. During tbis 
preliminary stage, the steers were expected to become acCUS-
tomed to their new surroundings, and the feeder had an oppor-
tunity to learn something of the characteristics of the indi-
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vidual steers. This knowledge proved of mnch assistance in 
properly adjusting the various lots into which they were after-
ward divided for feeding. 
FEEDING P E RIODS. 
1'he experiment began December 1,1897, and closed March 
21, 1898, making a total feeding period of 111 days. In order ' t 
make a comparison of the feeding value of the different kind . 
of roughage w hen fed without grain, the whole time of feedi ' g 
was div ided into two periods. The firs,t began December (1, 
and lasted seventy-s ix da s, ending February 14. For the rest 
of th e t e t, thirfy-five day.s a- grain ration, consisting of bran 
and corn-meal, was given in order that its comparative effect, 
with the different rations of roughage, might be obs erved, and 
that the steers might be in better condition for market, at the 
end of the ex periment. The bran concentrate used in the ex-
per iment was the "run of the mill," a mixture of both bran and 
s hor ts . The corn was shipped in from Nebraska and ground 
into coar e meal. 
WEIGHING AND DIVIDING. 
T oward the end of November the feeders began handling 
the t eers , by weighing them daily and by marking each indi-
vidual w ith the number by which he was to be known through-
out the experiment. This marking is very satisfactorily 
acco mplish ed : by tying a small rope about the s teer's neck, to 
which a s mall block bearing the number is attached. The 
s tee r s were finally div ided up as evenly as possible into lots of 
th ree each, weight, form and degree of wildness being the chief 
con ide rations . The inside sets were placed in the barn a few 
d ay before the regular feeding test began, so that any bad , 
effects of the change might not interfere with the ex periment.-
The weights were taken weekly, every Monday, after the 
morn ing feed was eaten, but before watering. ' By test, this 
wa p roven equivalent fo the ordinary shrunken weight; that 
i , 'when th e animals are weighed full and four per cent reduc-
tion allowed for the ex tra food and water that they contain. 
The s t eer s were weighed separately and a complete record of 
individua l w eights was kept, as well as of the different lots. 
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G E N E RAL CONDITIONS. 
The steers of the first nine lots were given separate stalls 
in the barn, where the temperature seldom went down to the 
freezing point. They were turned into a large corral for exer-
cise daily, about 10 o'clock in the forenoon and were r~turned 
to the barn at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. When the weather 
was stormy or unusually cold, the length of time they were 
outside was shortened by a few hours. During the time they 
were in the corral each day, they had access to a full supply of 
water, and this was the only opportunity given them to drink in 
the twenty-four hours. The other three lots were turned loose 
in corrals, where they had the freedom of sheds wholly en-
closed, excepting doo.rways. The outside lots included the 
steers that had proven wildest in the preliminary handling, and 
that were likely to be too nervous when confined, to give good 
results. 
THE GRAIN RATION. 
The concentrates used during the second period of the e~­
periment consisted of Utah bran and Nebraska corn, mixed 
half and half by weight. This mixture wa very well suited 
to properly balance a· roughage ration of 1ucern, and. it was 
fairly acceptable in connection with the coarse forage given the 
other lots. In all of our experiments with range steers, it has 
been found very difficult to bring them up to a full grain ration. 
The roughage, especially alfalfa, is usually greedily eaten, but 
the concentrates are new to them and they are eaten sparingly 
for a time. When the steers finally learn to eat the grain, they 
consume a fair ration of it, but great care must be exercised in 
raising the amount to the desired quantity. The increase 
should be made very gradually in order to prevent any steers 
from going off-feed and seriously interfering with the accuracy 
of the experiment. 
THE TABLES. 
The seventh table shows the weights, gains and losses of fne 
separate lots -for the different weeks, for .each period and for the 
whole time of the experiment. The total gain of each lot and 
the average daily gain per head are also shown for the separate 
periods and for the entire time. It will be noticed that Lots-
TABLE VII - WE IGHTS, GAINS AND LOSSES OF STEERS . FIRST PERIOD (76 DAYS.) 
DATE OF WEIGHTS. 
1897-98. 
A LFALFA . 
FIRST CllOP . 
Early I Medium l Late 
Cut. Cut. Cut. 
Lot 1. I Lot II. I Lot III. 
A LF AL F A . 
S E OOND CROP. 
A LFAL- I R E Ll I R E D I CORN l!' A. C LOVER. CLOVER. FODDE R' ITiMOTHY 
THIRD FmST :::lEOOND :::lHRE D- ' 
C ROP. CROP . CROP. DE D. 
A LFAL -
F A. 
A ND 
S ntAW . 
1
_'-'-'- '-1-E arly Medium Late All All All All All All ~~I~ Cutti" ... Cutting' Cutting, Cuttln., Cntting, Cuttin", 
Lot IV. Lot V. I Lot VI. ILot VII .I Lot VIlli Lot IX. I Lot X. I Lot XI.ILot XII. 
_____________________ / _______ 1 _______ 1 _______ 1 _______ 1 _______ 
1 
_______ 
1 
_______ ' _______ ' ____ ---,-------,------- ,-------
Dec. 1. .. .. ..... .. ... .... . 
Dec. 6 . .. . . .. .... ..... ... . 
Gaills . ........ .. ... .. 
Dec(;~in·s. : ::: : :: : : · :::: :: 
Dec. 20 . . . . •. . ...... . .. ... . 
GailJs .. . ... .... ... . .. . 
Dec. 27 . .. . ... ...... . . 
Gains ....... . . . . . ... . . . 
Jan. 3 ..... .. ... . . . .... . . . . 
Gf\ins .. . ..... .. 
Jan. 10 .. .. ......... .. .. .. 
Gains ................ .. 
Jan. 17 ................... . 
Gains ................ .. 
Jt\nG!t;~:.: . : : :::::: : :.-:." 
Jan. 31 ..... .. . .... .... .. .. 
Ga ins .•... . ....... . .... 
FeblJ~i;;~:. : ::: .... :: :. :::: 
Feb. 14 ...... .. .......... .. 
Total Gains ... ... . 
Gai \I per Day per 
Steel· .. ... . . .... ... . . 
2672 
2734 
62 
2854 
120 
2876 
22 
2874 
-2 
2920 
46 
?'9:~2 
12 
296<1, 
32 
298<1 
20 
3020 
36 
29';8 
- 42 
3040 
368 
1.61 
2678 
2702 
24 
2813 
111 
2866 
53 
284.4 
- 22 
2868 
2-1 
2884 
16 
2912 
28 
2910 
- 2 
2908 
- 2 
2934 
26 
2948 
270 
1.19 
2626 
2710 
8. 
2764 
54 
2820 
56 
2830 
10 
2832 
2 
2868 
36 
2896 
28 
2950 
54 
2900 
- 50 
2970 
70 
2970 
344 
1.51 
2674 
2748 
74 
2777 
29 
2824 
47 
2844 
20 
2856 
12 
2848 
- 8 
2848 
2874 
26 
2862 
-12 
2898 
36 
2872 
198 
0.86 
2666 
2736 
70 
279! 
58 
2774 
- 20 
2778 
4 
2842 
61 
2874 
32 
2914 
. 40 
2918 
4 
2898 
- 20 
2944 
46 
2940 
274 
1.20 
(Continued) 
2872 
2916 
44 
2970 
54 
2992 
22 
2998 
6 
2998 
2996 
-2 
3020 
24 
2990 
- 30 
3098 
108 
3088 
- 10 
3062 . 
190 
0.83 
2728 
2810 
82 
I 
2892 
. 82 
2945 
53 
2940 
-5 
2950 
10 
' 2984 
34 
2978 
-6 
2918 
- 60 
2986 
68 
3006 
20 
3002 
274 
1.20 
2740 
2804 
64 
2842 
38 
2894 
52 
293-1 
40 
2916 
-18 
2950 
34 
2882 
-68 
222 
1.39 
2M2 
2666 
24 
2796 
130 
284-6 
50 
2864 
18 
2902 
38 
2908 
6 
2840 
-68 
2896 
56 
2930 
34 
2998 
68 
3024 
382 
1. 70 
2650 
263! 
- 16 
2586 
-t8 
26~0 
54 
2683 
48 
27 ~8 
50 
2800 
62 
2790 
--10 
2754 
- 36 
2784 
30 
2766 
-18 
2804 
154 
0.67 
2722 
28!0 
118 
2858 
18 
298-1 
126 
3033 
49 
3086 
53 
3110 ' 
24' 
3100 
-10 
3100 
3086 
- 14 
3US3 
-3 
3158 
436 
1.91 
2696 
2742 
46 
26H8 
-54 
273-1 
46 
2788 
54 
2804 
16 
2848 
44 
2862 
14 
2880 
18 
2900 
20 
2992 
92 
2970 
274 
1.20 
> 
r"1 
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TABLE VII. (CONTINUED)-WEInHTS, GAINS AND LOSSES OF STEERS. SECOND PERIOD (35 DAYS). 
ALFALFA. 
FI"HbT CHOP. 
ALFALFA. 
SEC0ND CHOP. 
DATE OF WEIGHTS. 
ALFAL 
FA. 
THIHD 
CROP. 
RED I RED I rORN 
CLOVER. CLOVER. FODDER. 
~ 
~ ~. ~ <~ ~ ~~ !..------------'---- --,---- --,---- I----I---- ____ 1____ ... <Jj 
Early I Medium La t e . I Early Medium Late All Firs' Second SJu"ed- f:-4 ~ • 1897- 98. Cut. Cut. Cut. Cnt. ('ut. Cut. Cuttings Crop. Crop. ded. ~ 
______ ____ 1 Lot 1.1 Lot II. Lot II!. I Lot IV. Lot ·V.* Lot VI. Lot VII· LotVIII· L~t IX.· Lot X. Lot XI. Lot XII. 
Feb. 14 . . • .. ... ......... . . 1 3040 
Mar. 21 . ... ..... ... . ..... . 
Gains .. .. . 
Feb. 28 .. . ... . .. .. .... ... . . 
Gains ....... . . . . . .. ... . 
Mar. 7 .. ... ........ .... ... . 
Gaius .. . ............. . . 
Mar.14 ... .. . ... . . .... .... . 
3074 
34 
3068 
-6 
3102 
34 
3140 
2948 
2980 
32 
2958 
- 22 
3012 
54 
3048 
2970 
2968 
-2 
3~22 
5! 
3004 
- 18 
3108 
2872 
2886 
14 
2926 
40 
2912 
-14 
2954 
Gains.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 36 10! 4~ 
Mar. 21.. ... ..... . . ... .. 3174 3076 3134 300! 
Gains.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 28 26 50 
Total Gains . .... . 134 128 164 132 
A verage Gain per Day 
per Steer ..... · · · ·· ··1 1. 281 1.221 1. 561 1.26 Total Gain for Whole 
Period. . . . . . . . . •. . .. . 502 398 508 330 
Average Gain oer Day . 
}i'ull Period ... ... . . 1.M 1.20 1 52 .991 
2840 
29!2 
2982 
40 
3008 
26 
68 
1.13 
342 
1.18 
3062 
3080 
18 
3144 
6. 
3090 
-54 
3190 
100 . 
3172 
- 18 
110 
1.05 
300 
.901 
274 
1.2 
222 
1.39 
• Lot V. out on Mar. 7. Lot IX. ont oDJ4ar. U. Lot VlI. outOD laa. II. Lot Vln, Out.OD lI'eb.l'-
3024 
3OtO 
16 
305t 
14 
3066 
12 
3090 
24 
66 
1.18 
448 
1.43 
280<1 
2814 
10 
2850 
36 
2832 
- 18 
2884 
52 
2974 
90 
170 
1.62 
324 
.973 
3158 
3170 
12 
3190 
20 
3166 
-24 
3248 
82 
3318 
70 
160 
1.52 
596 
1. 79 
2970 
3022 
52 
30ol8 
26 
3046 
- 2 
3050 
4 
3168 
118 
198 
1.89 
472 
1.U 
~ 
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VII and VIII were in ' the experiment only during the first 
period, and that no comparison can be made with them ~fter 
the concentrates are added. The supply of the special rough-
age for the e two set ran out at the end of the first period. 
The hay for Lots V and IX, also ran out before the end of 
the second period. The highest gains for . the first period 
where nothing but the different kinds of roughage was fed, 
were made by the timothy hay set, and the lowest by the shred-
ded corn fodde r s et. Among the alfalfa lots, the one fed the 
early cutting of fir s t crop did the best, while the one given the 
late cutting of the s ame crop follows closely as sE'cond. Aver-
aging the different cuttings of the first and second crops, the 
early s tands first and the late third, though the difference is not 
strongly marked. If 100 represent the early, then the ' medium 
will tand 96 and the late 94. The lot given second crop medium 
red clover made better gains than that receiving first crop 
alfalfa. The gains made from a mixture of alfalfa and straw 
compare well with those of alfalfa alone, being fully up to those 
made by alfalfa in full bloom. The shredded corn fodder was 
not of good quality, and the low gains from it were not unex-
pected. 
The result of the second period show that the concen-
trate were most beneficial to Lots X and XII. The improve-
ment i s trongly apparent with the former, the shredded corn 
fodder et. In both of these cases the roughage contained a 
larger per .cent of carbo-hydrates than did that of any other, 
excepting set XI, fed timothy hay. For the full period, the 
timothy-fed s t eer s, mrtde the larges t gains . The steers fed 
the early and the late cuttings of the first crop of alfalfa gave 
the next largest gains. 
Averaging the results from the cuttings of the first two 
crop , the early cu t stands first, though there is practically no 
difference between it and the late, but the medium cut shows a 
result about eleve n per cent lower. The addition of concen-
trate to the ration made no marked increa e in the rate of 
gain ,exce pting in a few instances, though the general appear-
ance of the teers was mu ch improved. The average rate of 
gain, taking all the sets into account, was lessened about ten 
per cent after the grain was added. 
The total food given, eaten and wasted for the first, second 
TABLE VIII.-WEIGHTS OF FOOD AND GAINS OF STEERS. FIRST' PERIOD, (76 DAYS.) 
1897-8 . 
ALFALFA. 
FIRST CHOP. 
ALFALFA. 
SECOND CROP . 
ALFAL-
FA 
THIRD 
CROP . 
RED I RED I CORN CLOVER CLOV E I:t . FODDER. \TIl\IOTH"Y 
FIRST ~EDOND (SH}(ED- HAY. 
CROP. CROP . DED .) 
ALFALFA 
AND 
STRAW. 
------~------~--------------~----~-------I-------I-------I-------I-------I------- I----------
Early , Medium I Late 
Unto Cut. Cut. Early , Medium , Late , All I All I All I All I AIL I All Uut.. Cut. Cut. Cuttil1g11 Cuttings Cuttiugs Cllttillg l' Cuttillgs Uuttiugs 
Lot I 1 Lot II 1 Lot I L1 1 J ... ot IV 1 Lot V 1 Lot VI 1 Lot VII 1 Lot vlll*1 Lot IX 1 Lot X 1 Lot X[ Lot XII 
1---1--- 1- --1---1---1- --1---1---1---1---1---------
Weight Dec. 1....... . 2672 
Feb. 14. . . . . .. 3010 
Total Gail. dudng 
Period.. . ... .. .. . . . 368 
Average Gaill per 
Day per Steer . . . . . . 1 .61 
Total Roughage Fed 5260 
Total Roughage 
Eaten . . . . . . . .. ... . . 4907 
Total Roughage 
Wasted.. . .... . .... . 353 
Food Eaten per 
Day per :::lteer . .. . 21.52 
Total Pounds of 
Digestible Mat-
ter in rough-
age Eaten .. .. ...... 1 2581 
Total Ponllds of 
Digestible Mat-
ter for 1 lb. of 
Gail1 ............... 1 7.01 
Pouuds of Food 
Eaten for 1 lb. 
of Gain ............. 1 13 .33 
tCORRECTED RESULTS 
'fotal Gain during 
Period .. .. ... .. I 368 
Pounds of Diges- \ 
tible Dry Matter 
for 1 lb. of Gain.. .. 7.01 
2678 2626 
2948 2970 
270 344 
1.19 Ui1 
5091 5976 
4778 5666 
313 310 
20 .95 24.1)11 
2m 2633 
9151 7 .65 
17 .701 16.47 
270 344 
9.15 7.65 
2674 2666 2872 
2872 2940 3062 
198 274 190 
.86 1.20 .83 
4530 4878 4666 
4191 455' 4345 
339 324 321 
18 .38 19.98 19 .06 
2234 2446 26;;2 
11 .281 9 .351 13 .96 
21.171 16 .621 22 .87 
276 274 190 
8.09 9.3:1 13.96 
tTheae corrections are made to ~ree with rault8 atter, dl'OPJl.!q,. ':.9D. '.tee, . r 
Table U. -Lot V 111, btU .laD. II _ ..... . ( .QoDUnued.) 
2728 2740 2642 2650 
3002 2962 3024 2804 
274 1122 382 15-l 
1..20 1. 39 1. 70 .67 
5-l51:\ 3518 5188 4272 
5130 3211 4651 3666 
328 . 307 537 606 
22.50 20 .19 20.40 16.0& 
2481 1659 2403 1916 
9061 7.471 6 .291 12.44 
~.nl 14 . ~1 u.~1 ~ . OO 
360 29-l 382 225 
6.89 5.6. 6.29 8.51 
2722 
3158 
436 
1.91 
5301 
4913 
391 
18. 91 
2604 
2696 
2970 
274 
1.20 
6030 5 5276 Aif. I 804 Sir. 
5472 j 4989 Alf. 483 Str. 
608 287 Alf. 
321 Str. 
24.01 
52580 Alf. 
.... ( 206 SIr. 
5.971 .... 59.42Alf. ( .75 SIr. 
11 .261 19 .97 
436 1 274 
5.971 10.20 
~ 
00 
..j::o. 
to 
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TAgLE VIII. (CONTINUED)-WEtGItTS OF FOOD AND GAINs OP STEERS. SECOND PERtOD, (Ss DAYS). 
\ 
ALFA L F A, FIRST C h OP . LFALFA, ECOND HOP . CLOVER. FODDEH. A S C R ED I CORN 
C ut. Cut. Cllt. Cut. Cut. C ut . C ,·op. e . 
;.; 
:ti 
1:-1 
~ 
"" ~ 
< ~~~ 
<z< ~<~ 
~ w 
- .-- --------- . --- ----------1- ---- --- ---
Early I Mediulll I Late Eudy I Med i •• 1ll I Late ~eco l1d I Shredd d 
Lot 1. Lot II. Lot Ill. Lot IV. Lot V . Lot VI. Lot l X. Lot X. 
-----------1 I I I ----
Weight Feb. 14 .... .. .... . 
Weight ~Jur. 21. .. .. . ... . 
Total Guin During Per· 
iod . . .. . . . .. . . " "" . . . . 
A veruge Gain per Day 
per ~teer . .. ........ ... . 
Totul Roughuge F eu ... . 
Totul Roughage Eaten . . 
Total Roughage Wasted. 
Total Grain Eaten. 
Food Eaten per Day 
Per ~teer .. . , . . . . .. ... . 
Tota l Pouuds of Diges-
tible Matter in 
Roughage Eaten .... . . . 
Totul POllnds of Diges-
- tible Mutter in Grain 
Eateu ... . . . ... .. . . . 
Total POllnd" of Digis-
tlble Mutte r Eateu . .... 
Pounds of Digestible 
Matter for lib. of Guin 
Pounds of Roug hage 
Eaten for lib. of Gaiu . 
Ponnds of Grain Eaten 
for 1 lb. of Gain •...... 
• Weight Mar. 7. 
3040 
3174 
134 
1. 28 
1882 
1725 
157 
705 
23.14 
907.5 
478. 13 
138fl .63 
:~::~ I 
5 .26 
2948 
3076 
128 
1.22 
175:1 
1589 
16,1 
779 
22 .55 
821. 67 
528.39 
135006 
:~ : :: I 
6 .09 
t Weight Mar. 14 . 
2970 
3131 
164 
1 56 
2038 
1<'82 
156 
768 
2:> .2-1 
874.4 I 
520.8!l I 
1395.25 
8 .51 
11 ,48 
4 .68 
2872 
300-1 
132 
1.26 
1582 
1414 
168 
785 
20,47 
753.8 
532.38 
1286.18 
1::: I 
5.95 
29"'0 
3008* 
68 
1.13 
1062 
980 
82 
383 
22 .72 
326 4 
259 . 75 
786.15 
::::: I 
563 
(Continued) 
3062 
3172 
110 
1.05 
1974 
1806 
168 
768 
24 .51 
1102 .38 
520 .85 
1623.23 
14 .76 
16.42 
6 .98 
3024 
3090+ 
66 
. 786 
1610 
1380 
230 
564 
23 .14 
713.1 
383.51 
1095.61 
16 .60 
2091 
8. !l5 
280-1 
297-! 
170 
1.62 
1748 
1-125 
323 
780 
21.00 
74-1 .7 
529 
127J . 7 
7.49 
8.38 
4 .59 
Lot X L. 
3158 
3318 
160 
1.52 
2364 
2170 
194 
780 
28.1 
1151 
529 
1680 
10 .50 
13.56 
4 .87 
Lot XII. 
2970 
3168 
198 
1.89 
1
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TABLE VIII. (CONTINUED)-WEIGHTS OF FOOD AND GAINS OF STEERS. FULL PERIOD, (lll DAYS) 
- CALF.,!Llt!\ . 
FIRST CROP 
LFALFA. 
SECOND CROP. 
ALFAL-
FA. 
RED I RED I ACORN 
CLOVER. CLOVBR. r F oDDER 
------ -----=---1 
Cut. Cut. Clit . Cut. Cut . Cut. Crop. Crop. Crop. ded. 
:>< 
III 
~ 
~ 
~ 
<II • 
~A~ ~~~ 
..:l Jj 
<Ij Early I Mediuml Late Early I Medium l Late Third First Secoud Shred-
S' , '. . '" I Lot I ", Lot H . Lot Il~ Lot IV . . Lot V ~ Lot VI. Lot VII. LotVIII* Lot IX L~x.1 Lot XLi Lot XII. 
Weight Dec.l.. ~ ....... .. 2672 2678 2626 2674 2666 
Weight Feb. 14 .... . 
2872 2728 
3002 
2740 
2962 
2642 2650 2722 2696 
Weight Mar. 21........... 3174 3076 3134 3001 3008* 3172 0090* 2974 3318 3168 
otal Gain &o-t<1ng 
,p~ . . . . . . . .. .. 502 398 508 330 34.2 800 274 222 448 32-' 596 472 
A verage Gain per Day 
per :Steer.. .. .. .. .. . .... 1. 51 1. 20 1. 52 .99 1.18 .9() 1. 20 1. 39 1. 43 .97 1. 79 1,41 
Total Roughage Fed.... 7142 684,4 8014 6112 5940 6640 5458 3518 6798 6O!0 7668 8354 
Total Roughage Eaten . . 
Total Roughage Wasted. 
Total Grain Eaten . . . . . . . 
Food Eaten per Day 
per Steel· ... .. ..... .... . 
Total Pouuds of Diges-
t i b Ie Mat t e r in 
Roughage Eaten .. .. .. . 
Total Pounds of Uiges-
tibie Matter in Grain 
Eaten .. '" ...... . . . .. . 
Total POlluds of Diges-
tible Matter Eaten . ... . 
Potluds of Digestible 
Matter for 1 lb. of Gain 
Powaaa. of . Roughage 
Eatf>n for 1 lb of Ga,n 
. --" "Eounda of Graiu Eaten 
r-- ~.of Gui ........ . 
6632 
510 
705 
6366 
478 
779 
2l.4.6 
3292 
528. 39 
3820.39 
7548 
466 
768 
24.97 
3507.4 
520.85 
4028.25 
7.93 
5605 
507 
785 
19.19 
2988 
532 .38 
3520.38 
5535 
405 
383 
20.55 
2972.4 
259 .75 
3232.15 
6151 5130 
489 328 
768 
20 .78 22 .5U 
3755.a8i 2&81 
520. 85 
4276 .23 2481 
U.25 9.05 
20.50 18.72 
1.158 
II. 
3211 
307 
20.19 
]659 
1659 
7.47 
14.46 
6031 
767 
561 
21.13 
3116 .1 
382 .51 
3493.61 
7.81 
13.46 
1.26 
5091 
929 
780 
17 .63 
.2660.71 
529 
3189.7 
9.84 
15.71 
2.41 
7083 
585 
780 
2:i 61 
3755 
529 
428& 
7.19 
11.88 
1.Sl 
7500 
854 
780 
24.86 
3812.5 
529 
~1 . 5 
9.19 
15.89 
1.65 
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and full periods, as well as the food eaten per day per head and 
the quantity of digestible matter required for a pound of gain, 
are given in Tabl~ VIII. In the quantity of hay required for a 
pound of gain in live weight during the first period, timothy 
takes the lead, only 11.26 pounds of this hay being required to 
12.18 pounds of second crop red clover, and 13.33 pounds of 
the bes t of the alfalfa cutting-so Taking the average of the 
different cuttings of the first and second crops of alfalfa, it re-
quire 17.25 early cut, and 17.16 medium and 19.67 late, to make 
a pound of gain in live weight. This average result shows the 
early and medium cuttings to have been practically equal. in 
feeding value during the first period of this test. With the 
addition of concentrates to the ration, the amount of roughage 
required for one pound of gain was perceptibly decreased, as 
indicated in the second part of the table, though the total 
amount of dry matter was very much larger, excepting with 
the corn fodder and straw sets. These two lots are among the 
best in th e amount of dry matter required for a pound of gain, 
corn fod der standing lowest, requiring only 7.49 pounds. The 
late cutting of the first crop of alfalfa ~ame next in fewest 
pound of dry matter for one pound of gain, but the average of 
the t wo years shows that it takes fully ten per cent more 
dry matter from the m edium or late cutting, than from the 
early , to make a pound of increase in Ii ve weigh t. 
For the full period, as s hown in the third di vi~i on of Table 
VIII , Lot XI fed timothy, made the highest gains, and with the 
exception of Lots III and XII, it also consumed the largest 
quantity of roughage. From the same table it will be seen 
that the earl y and late cuttings of the first alfalfa crop, gave 
th e highest returns in gains, and that an average of the gains 
from the first and second crops gives. practically, little differ-
ence in the r esults of the early , medium and late cuttings. But 
com par ing the crops, the first is found decidedly better than 
either the second or thir·d. An examination of the line indicat-
ing the comparati ve waste of roughage shows a few marked 
variations . Lots VII and VIII were in the experiment only 
seventy-s ix days, and their waste s hould be compared with the 
other s during the first period only. The clover of both cut-
tings was nicely cured" the leaves being well preserved, but it 
contained a larger proportion of stems than did the alfalfa. 
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This was e pecially noticeable in the second crop, whose growth' 
was more rank than the first. This perhap~ accounts for the 
greater waste. In Lots X and XII, where corn fodder or straw 
formed aU or a portion of the ration, the larger waste was an-
ticipated. 
The lot whose roughage was timothy hay, made on an aver-
age a pound of gain from the fewest pounds of dry matter 
eaten. The less the quantity of dry matter required for a 
pound of gain, the better use does the animal seem to have made 
.of the ration. In this respect, both the first and the third crops 
·of alfalfa had a higher value than the second. Comparing the 
time of cutting and averaging the first and second crops,less 
·dry matter of the early than of the medium, and less of the 
medium than the late, was used for a pound of gain. This in-
dicates a higher feeding value, pound for pound, of the early 
.cutting, and the roughage eaten for a pound of gain, shows the 
same thing; but of all the lots, that given timothy hay, used the 
least dt"y matter for a pound of gain. 
By an examination of Table IX, it 'will be seen that a few 
'steers made very small gains, so much 10Wel" than the others· 
the special sets to which each belonged, that the failure to mak 
nOI"mal increase in weight cannot justly be attributed to the 
poor quality of the roughage fed them. The fact that no t 
.of these teers were in tbe same lot, would indicate the same 
thing. They were distt"jbuted as follows : No. 13 in Lot IV; 
No.4 in Lot VII; No. 23 in Lot VIII, and No. 16 in Lot X. 
Leaving these steers out of the comparison, and giving to their 
respective lots a gain propoI"tional to the gains of the other two 
steers left in each set, the results are markedly better and show 
mOl"e correctly the true relalive feeding value of the different 
kinds of roughage. Since Lots VII and VIII were in the experi-
ment only during the fixst period, it will be necessary to consider 
the cot-rected gains in connection with, that portion of the test. 
For this purpose the corrected results are given at the close of 
the first division of r.rable VIII. Aside from the alfalfa lots, the 
relative results are only slightly changed. But among these 
the third crop will now take second place in total gains and first 
place in the pounds of digestible matter required for a pound 
of gain. Averaging the first and second crops. the results 
stand relatively as follows: In gains, third crop 100, early cut-
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ting 90, medium 76, and late 74; in amount of digestible matter 
for one pound of gain, third crop 100, early cutting 109, medium 
134, late 157. 
For the full period, the correctIOn gives Lot IV a total gain 
of 453 pounds, and Lot X 390 pounds, reducing the amount of 
digestible matter required for a pound of gain in the former, 
to 7.77 pounds, and in the latter to 8.18 pounds. With these 
corrections the difference in the feeding value of the cuttings 
of alfalfa is more noticeable and more favorable to the early 
cuttings. Averaging similar cuttings of t he two crops and 
comparing as before in rate of gain, the early cutting is 100, 
the medium 77, and the late 84; in pounds of digestible matter 
for a pound of gain, the early cutting is 100, the medium 122, 
and the late 141. 
TA.BLE I X.-WEIGHTS AND GAINS OF INDIVIDUA.L STEERS.- 1897-98 . 
'"' 
..,. ..,. 
'"' 
..,. ..,. 
Q) 
..,...c ..,...c d Q) ... ..c ..,...c d 
'Q) ClJbJ) ClJbJ) 
'a; .Q) ClJbJ) ClJbJ) .C; 0 ... 
.... - o·~ 0'" ... . - td· ... z:t.l ~~ ~Q) C!) zen ~; ~Q) C!) .... ~ "0 ~ 0 
------ ------
LOT I: : LOT VII: 
6 960 1\:14- 172 4' 878 912 34-
Early C nt AHal- ~ 10 876 1076 200 Third Crop, AI- ~ 9 918 1020 102 
fa , 1st Crop. 20 &~4 964- 130 fulfa ..... . .. .. 32 932 1070 138 
LOT II: LOT VIII: 
3 9BO 10·tO 110 RC~o~l~~~.~, . ~~~ ~ 12 934- 1036 102 Medium Cut AI- ~ U 54 1014 160 23 896 922 26 falfa, 1st Crop 21 89-1 1022 12 36 910 100! 9! 
LOT III: LOT IX: 
5 8681 1042 17-1 RC~~;~:.~~'. ~~.~ ~ 15 780 9"'0 160 Late Cnt AHal- ~ 2-1 930 1114- 18! 18 896 1016 120 fa. 1st Crop . .. 30 828 978 150 28 966 113! 168 
LOT IV: LOT X: 
Early Cut AUal- t 13 998 1~ 1 28 Corn Fodder . .. t 16 788 852 64 22 870 126 21 1()()0 1100 100 
f a, ~nd Crop . . 25 806 982 [ 176 33 862 1022 160 
LOT V: LOT XI: 
Medium Cut AI- ~ 2 8.~ 950 112 Hay .. ~ 17 974 1192 218 19 980 100 100 Timothy 26 866 lOBO L14 falfa,2d Crop 34 848 . 978 130 27 882 1046 164 
LOT VI: LOT XII~ 
Late Cut AlfaI-1 
1 1082 1220 138 A~t~al! .a ... ~.~.~ t 7 802 90t 102 11 890 970 80 8 982 U66 18' fa, 2nd Crop .. 29 900 9!!2 82 35 912 109 186 
I 
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PLAN OF EXPERIME NT FOR WINTER OF 1898-99. 
For this test, twenty-seven two-year-old steers were ob-
tained from Bear Lake valley, Rich county. They were brought 
to the Experiment Station, October 26th,1898. They were 
principally grade Shorthorns, Herefords and Aberdeen-Angus, 
and in selecting them, care was taken to secure ,thrifty animals 
of medium quality and equal weight. They were kept in the 
corrals about three weeks, long enough to make them familiar 
with their new conditions and surroundings, before the experi-
ment began. For this period their feed consisted of corn 
stover and alfalfa hay, largely the latter. All lots were stall fed 
and in other respects they received treatment similar to that 
detailed in the preceding experiment. 
I 
Lot I was fed shredded corn fodder. 
Lot II was fed timothy hay. 
Lot III was fed early cut alfalfa, first crop. 
Lot IV was fed medium cut alfalfa, first crop. 
Lot V wfls fed late cut/alfalfa, first crop. 
Lot VI was fed early cut alfalfa, second crop. 
Lot VII was fed medium cut alfalfa, second crop. 
Lot Vln was fed late cut alfalfa, second crop. 
Lot IX was fed early and medium cut alfalfa, third crop. 
. The medium cutting of the third crop was made when the 
first blossoms appeared or earlier. The lots contained three 
steers each, e very animal having a separate stall in the barn. 
Their weights wer~ taken every Saturday, after feeding, at the 
time they were turned into the corral for water and exercise. 
All sets were given a gl~ain ration during the entire experiment. 
This consisted of bran and chopped wheat, half and half by 
weight, except for the last twenty-five days, when the propor-
tion of wheat was increased to two-thirds of the ration. The 
amount of concentrates given at first was small, not exceeding 
one pound per head daily. It was the intention to increase the 
amount gradually, reaching a full ration within the first half of 
the test, but this was not accomplished. Many steers did not 
relish the grain, and by the end of the first month they were 
eating only three pounds per head daily. and at the end of the 
second, only a fraction over six . It was this failure to increase 
the concentrates to the desired amount, that caused a change in 
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the propodion of chopped wheat, making the bulk of grain 
smaller in proportion to the per cent of digestible matter. At 
the end of the experiment, after almost four months of con-
tinuous feeding, the amount of concentrates eaten had not quite 
reached ten pounds per head daily. Some lots would have eaten 
more, but in order to compare the feeding value of the rough-
age it was n ecessary to give the different sets equal quantities. 
Close attention was r~quired throughout the experiment, to 
prevent some of the steers getting off-feed, or scouring. It 
was because of this tendency of a number that a full grain 
ration was not reached. 
THE FEEDING PERIOD. 
The regular work of the experiment began November 19th 
and closed March 10th, continuing 112 days. Since grain was 
given from the beginning, the whole time was considered as a 
single period, and the tabular matter has been prepared accord-
ingly . Everything pertaining to weighing, handling, division 
into lots , excercise and watering, was the same as detailed in 
the previous experiment. The steers of the different sets each 
occupied separate stalls in the barn. The need of the corrals 
for other stock experiments already in progress, so reduced the 
accommodations that the usual outside sets could not be 
arranged for. 
THE TABLES. 
The facts of the experiment are tabulated similarly to 
those of the previous year, as already explained. In Table X 
are bown the weekly weights, gains and losses of the several 
lot of steers, together with the total gain of each set for ' the 
wbole period, and the a verage daily gain per head. It is notice-
able that the gains are not at all continuous and regular as one 
might expect to result from the great care taken and the per-
fec t r egularity practiced in carrying out the details of the 
work. Individual losses could sometimes be accounted for, but 
the general losses, where many or nearly all of the lots were 
r edu ced in weight between the weekly weighings, could not be 
traced to any definite cause. JUdging from the general appear-
a nce of tbe s teers, one would have believed them to be con-
s tantly gaining even during the weeks that their weights 
s howed a falling off. 
TABLE X. WEIGHTS GAINS AND LOSSES OF STEERS. ~ 
-.!) 
I ALFALFA I CORN I N ALFALFA. ALFALFA. THIRD FODDER. TIMOTHY. FIRST CROP. SECOND CROP. ('BOP . SHREDDED 
DATE OF WEIGHTS. 
' I 
1898-99. Early Medium Late Early Medium I La'e 1 All Cut· All cut- I All Cut· Cut. Cut. Cut. Cut. Cut. Cut. tings. tiugs . tiugs. 
Lot III. Lot IV. Lot V. Lot VI. Lot VII. I Lot VIII. Lot IX. Lot I. Lot n. 
Ave,age Novembe, 18th and 19th . .... 1 2888 2781 283;) 2816 2786 
I 
2855 2749 2814 
I 
2831 
November 26th .. .. . .. .... .... .. .. .. .... 2936 2770 2814 2756 2756 2824 2774 2778 2912 
Gain ........ . . . . . ...•. .••... .••• 48 - 11 - 21 
- 60 -~O - 31 25 -36 81 b:l 
December 3rd ............................ 
q 
2982 2814 2838 2802 280,1 2864 2846 2782 2940 ~ 
~ 
Gain .. . ...•• .••.. .. ...... .... . . ....... 46 44 24 46 48 40 72 4 28 tr1 I-j 
December 10th . ....... . .. . ........ .. .... 3010 2898 2878 2828 2870 2896 2866 2834 2982 H Z 
Gain .. . .. . .. . .......... . .. . ...... . .... 28 84 40 26 66 32 20 52 42 Z 
December 17th ..... . . .. ......... ... ...... 3052 2886 2909 2870 29H 
0 
2930 2896 2888 3064 
Gaill ................ .. ........ .. ...... 42 - 12 31 42 44 
CJ". 
34 30 54 82 ... 
December 24th .......................... 3110 2950 2922 2922 2976 2950 2934 2956 3112 
Gain ........ . . . . . .... . ..... .. .. . ...•.. 58 64 13 52 62 20 38 68 48 
December 31st ..... .... . .. ..... . ... . ...... 3102 3006 2976 2910 2988 2940 2958 3022 3132 
qain . . .... . ..... .. ...... .. ... .. . .... 
-8 !'is 54 18 12 -10 24 66 20 
Average .January 5th, 6th and 7th ..•... 3122 2989 3000 2895 2966 295~ 2955 2988 3131 
Gain . ..... . .....•. .................... 20 -17 U -55 -22 15 -3 -34 -1 
January 14th ........................... 3146 3030 2990 2932 2992 3(;00 2970 3032 3122 
Gain ..••.••...•..........•••.••..•••• 2~ 41 -10 8'7 26 45 11 44 -9 
TABLE X (CONTINUED).-WEIGHTS, GAINS AND LOSSES OF STEERS. 
ALFALFA. ALFALFA. I ALFALF A. CORN 
FIRST CROP . SECOND CROP. THIRD FODDER. I TIMOTHY. DATE OF WEIGHTS. 
I 
CHOP. SHHEDDRD 
1898-99. Early Medium Late Early Medium Late All Cut- All eut- All Cut-
Lut. Cut. Cut. Cut . I Cut. Cut. tings. t ings. tings. 
- -- - - - - - - - ---
LotIII. Lot I V. LotV. Lot VI. I Lot VII. Lot VIII. Lot IX. Lot I. Lot II. 
January 21st . ........ ......... ... . ... . .. 3198 3062 3072 2962 3006 3004 3006 3096 3126 
Gain .. . ... . ... ... . : . ......... .. .. ... 52 32 82 30 14 4 36 64 4 
January 28th .... .. ................ . . ... 3226 3088 3118 2966 3056 2996 3058 3102 3134 > 
t"'i 
Gain .. ........ .. ... . ... . ...... . . . .... . 28 26 46 4 50 - 8 52 6 8 ~ 
> 
February 4th... ... ... . . .. .. .. .... .. ... 3250 3114 3144 2968 3076 3024 3052 3108 3174 r ~ 
Gain .. . . .. ... .. .. . ... .••. . .....•.. . .. 24 26 26 2 20 28 -1) 6 40 :> 
February 11th ...... . . .... ..... ..... .. . .. . 3278 3158 3158 2964 3048 3028 3108 3146 3202 0 ::0 
Gain .............................. .... 28 44 14 -4 - 28 4 56 38 28 r 
0 
February 18th ........ .. .................. 3294 3144 3152 2966 3064 3022 3122 3156 3246 () 
ttl 
Gain .. .. . . . .... . .. .. . . ....... . . . . .... 16 - 14 -1) 2 16 -1) 14 10 44 ::0 ~ 
February 25th ... . ........ . .. . ..... ....... 3336 3204 3220 2994 3164 3088 3196 3220 3306 
Gain .... .... . .. . . . . . .... ....•....••. 42 60 68 28 100 66 74 64 60 
March 4th . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... ... . ... . ........ 3356 3236 3234 3046 3174 3092 3218 3260 3296 
Gain .. . ... ... .... ..... . . .. . . . .. . . ... 20 32 14 52 10 4 22 40 -10 
Average, March 9th, 10th and 11th ...... 3380 3239 3233 3051 3214 3121 3240 3289 3311 
Gain . ....... . .... . . . ............•... 24 3 - 1 5 40 29 22 29 15 
Total Gain ......................... 492 458 398 235 428 266 491 475 480 
Gain per Day per Steer ... . . " . . . . 1,46 1.36 1.18 .70 1 27 .79 1,46 1,41 1.43 ~ 
~ 
W 
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The s teers were weighed three days in succession at the 
beginning and at the close of the experiment, but at the start 
the fir s t weight was taken by mistake just after the animals 
had filled up with water, instead of just before; so the average 
of the other two is taken as the beginning weight, and since 
these two varied by only a few pounds, it may be considered 
sufficiently accurate. The last weight is the average of the 
three weighings, and is given the date of the middle one. In 
order that all weights might be as accurate and reliable as pos-
sible, they were taken at the same hour of the day and under 
exactly the same conditions in regard to feed, water and hand-
ling throughout the experiment. 
By an examination of Table XI, it will be perceived that 
decidedly the best gains among the alfalfa lots were made from 
the early cut alfalfa, first crop, and from the third crop, and that 
the timothy hay and corn fodder came well up to them. Aver-
aging results from the cuttings of the first and second crops of 
alfalfa, the medium cut takes first place in the rate of gain and 
also in the amount of digestible matter required for one pound 
of gain, and the late cut stands lowest. 
The eleventh table is so arranged as to exhibit the whole 
amount of roughage and concentrates fed, eaten and wasted, 
the average -quantity of dry matter required by each lot during 
the period for one pound of gain, and the number of pounds of 
food, roughage and grain eaten for a pound of gain, live weight. 
All of the most valuable facts resulting from the feeding test 
are concentrated on this single sheet. The two most important 
weights, those taken at the beginning and at -the ending of the 
experiment, are the first items presented. Following these 
come the total gains of the different sets, the daily increase per 
head, and all data concerning the foods. Farther down the 
table are found the average amounts eaten daily by the indi-
vidual steers of each lot during the test, the total pounds of di-
gestible matter in the various rations, the number of pounds of 
digestible matter required in each set to make a pound of gain, 
and finally the actual quantity of roughage and grain eaten by 
the separate lots for a single pound of increase in live weight. 
A great variation will be observed in the number of pounds of 
digestible dry matter that the different sets required for one 
pound of gain. Where a less quantity of o'ne forage is needed 
TABLE XL- WE IGHTS OF FOOD AND GAINS OF S1.EERS. 
FIRST CROP ALF AI,F i\ SECOND CROP ALFALFA 
-
1898-99 
Eurly Medium Late Early Medium Lute 
Cut Cut Cut Cut (Jut Cut 
j .Jl Lot III Lot IV Lot V Lot VI Lot VII Lot VIII 
Average Weight, Nov. 18 and 19 .... . ... . 2888 27ill 2835 2816 2786 2855 
.Average Weight, Mar. 9, 10 and 11 .. .. 3380 3239 3233 3051 3214 3U! 
Total Gain During Period ...... . . . . .. . .. 492 458 398 235 428 266 
Averuge Gain per Day per Steer .. . .. ... . 1.46 1.36 1.18 .70 1.27 .79 
Total Ronghage Fed ... . .. .... .. . ........ fl758 6232 6259 5528 5576 6282 
Total Roughage Eaten .. ............. .. ... 6117 5373 5181' 4867 4944 5641 
Total Ronghage Wasted.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 641 859 1078 661 632 641 
Total Grain Eaten. .. . .. .. . .. .. . ... ... .. 1740 1593 1728 1683 1746 1716 
Food Eaten per Day per Steer .. .. . ... .. . . .23.39 20 .73 20 .57 19.49 19 .91 21. 89 
Total POllnds of Digestible Matter in 
Ronghage Eaten. . . . . . . . . .... . ..... .. 3219 2778 2407 259! 2656 3H3 
Total Pounds of Digestible Matter in 
Grain Eaten.. .. .. . . .... .. .. . .. . ...... 1178.3 1080.4 1159.8 1141 1182.2 1160 .5 
Total Pounds Digestible Matter Eaten . . 4397 .3 3858.4 
Ponnds of Digestible Matter for 1 lb. 
3566.8 3735 3838.2 4603 .5 
of Gain ... ........... . . ........ . . . ... . . 8 .9! 8.43 8.97 15 .90 8 .97 17.31 
:-.--
Pounds of Food Eaten t Roughage .. .. 12.41 11.73 13 .02 20 .71 11 .55 21.21 
for 1 lb. of Gain. Grain . . . . . .. . 3.54 3.48 4.34 7.18 4.08 6.45 
----------
THIRD 
CROP AL- CORN >< FODDER ~ 
FALFA H 0 
::.1 
8 All Shredded Cuttings 
Lot IX Lot I Lot II 
2749 2814 2831 
3236 3289 3311 
487 475 480 
1.45 1.41 1. 43 
6748 6231 6046 
6155 4616 5413 
593 1615 633 
1683 1643 1743 
23.33 18 .63 21.39 
2978 2413 2868 
1140.8 1113.6 1187 
4118 .8 3526 .6 4055 
8.46 7.42 8 .45 
12 .64 9.72 11 .28 
3 .46 3.46 3 .63 
:> 
t"'1 
~ 
:> 
t"'1 
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I 
for a pound of gain than of another, it indicates that the one is 
either of better quality, pound for pound, or that the animals 
of one set, for some reason, are able to make better use of the 
food than those of another. The individuality of the steer fed 
is no doubt an important factor; and in this, as in previous feed-
ing investigations, an effort has been made to overcome this 
factor by having three animals in each division of the experi-
ment, and by dividing the whole number up in such a way as to 
have the animals of anyone lot as nearly like those of any other 
as possible. Having arranged to counteract the variations in 
the individuality of the animals fed, we must conclude that any 
better result coming from one feeding lot than another, is due 
to the higher quality of the food given. Since the grain ratioa 
in this feeding work was identical for all of the sets, whatever 
difference is shown by the various lots in the results must 
be attributed to the difference in the quality of the roughage 
used. Hence, in making a study of the res ults shown in the 
various tables, wherever one lot of steers has excelled in any 
particular, the credit for its success must be given to the special 
character of the roughage which it has eaten. 
In comparing the average daily gains per head shown in the 
fourth line of Table XI, it will be seen that early cut, first crop, 
alfalfa did the best; though the third crop of alfalfa, timothy 
hay and CO)4n fodder each gave results almost as high. All cut-
tings of the first crop of alfalfa gave better gains than similar 
cuttings of the second crop. If the gains from similar cuttinp 
of the first and second crops be averaged, that of the medium 
cuttings will be highes t, th~ average of the other two standing 
equal and about twenty-five per cent lower. The corn fodder 
set required the fewest pounds of digestible dry matter for a 
pound of gain. In this respect most of the alfalfa lots were 
very even, the early and late cuttings of the second crop being 
the exception. An average of like cuttings of the two crops 
gives the medium the highest place, 8.7 pounds of it being used 
for a pound of gain to 12.4 pounds of the early, and 13.1 of the 
late. The third crop required still less, only 8..46 pounds. 
Table XII gives the weights and gains of the separate 
steers of the different sets. An inspection of this exhibit 
shows that steers No. 21 of Lot VI, and No.3 of Lot VIn, 
made gains entirely out of proportion to the rest of their re-
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spective sets. N o. 21 did not eat well, and often left his grain; 
and No.3 proved to be restless and ·nervous, which may account 
for his making no better use of his food . Leaving these two 
steers out of the computations in their respective sets, the rela-
tive daily gains and amount o'f digestible matter for a pound 
of increase are more favorable to these special lots, though the 
comparative resu1t~ remain the same. The daily gain per head 
for Lot VI would be increased to .99 pounds, and that for Lot 
VIII to 1 pound. The total gains for the respective lots would 
be raised to 333 and 336 pounds. The dige tible matter in 
Lot VI for a pound of gain would be reduced to 11.22 pounds, 
and in Lot VIn to 13.7. 
After making the con-ections indicated, and taking an aver-
age of like cuttings of the first and second crops, the relative 
results will stand as follows : Comparing total gains, early cut-
ting 100, medium 107, late 89, and third crop 118; comparing the 
amount of digestible matter for a pound of gain, early cutting 
100, medium 86, late 112, and third crop 84. The third crop 
stand highest in both comparisons, making the largest gains 
TABLE XII.-WEIGHTS AND GAINS OF INDIVIDUAL STERRS.-1898-99 . 
.... ..., ..., .... ..., ..., 
Q;l 
...,..d ...,..d c: Q;l ...,..d ...,..c:: c:: 
.Q;l UlbJ) UlbJ) 
'd . Q;l UlbJ) UlbJ) 'd 0 .... ... . - d·- 0 .... .... .- <:: 'Qj z~ ~~ .... Q;l c!) ZOO ~~ ~~ C!:l 0 ~ '0 
- - ---- ------
LOT I: LOT VI : 
Com Fodde r ... . . i 7 105 1163 105 16 965 10 9 124 1'\ 1 1066 18:i Early Cut Alfalfa. 1 19 875 973 9 
27 874 1060 1 6 2nd C.·op . ... ... 21 976 99 13 
LOT II: LOT VII: 
Tim()thy Hay ... .. ~ 1 858 1013 155 20 897 9 7 90 4 1020 1L66 146 Mec1ium Cut AI- ~ 2:~ 10 5 1279 19-1 
6 953 1132 179 
' a "a, 2nd Vrop. I 2-1 ~04 918 Hi 
LUT III: LOT VIII: 
Early Cut Alfalfa, 1 
9 92.a 1101 179 2 96 112~ 137 
10 90;) 10;)9 15-1 Late Cut Alfalfa, 1 3 903 94~ 4.a 1st Crop . ... . .... 12 100l 12~1 160 2nd Crop .... .... 26 966 1U53 87 
LOT IV: LOT IX: 
Med ium Cut AI-1 
14 937 IOn 10! 5 t 10'H It3 
1 \l36 1122 186 Third Crop, AI- ~ 8 10~5 12015 2UO falfa, 1 t Crop . . 22 908 1076 168 falfa . .... ..... . 25 8-13 9 7 14-1 
LOT V: 
L~:~ 8;~tp~~~~~~~: 1 . 11 ' 9Vi 1071 156 .... . .... ... ..... .. .. ..... . . , . ,0 •••• . • . ..... 13 9:~0 1062 132 ... ....... .... . .. .. .. .... .. ...... .. .... . .... . 17 990 1100 110 .. .......... ........ .. . .. .. .. .... . . ..... . ..... 
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and requiring the least quantity of digestible matter Jor a 
pound of gain. The medium cutting takes second place and 
the early, third. 
RESULTS OF FIVE YEARS. 
Table XIII gives a summary of the results of the five feed-
ing tests with the average of all. The data for the first three 
years are taken from previous bulletins of the Station and for 
the last two from the tables of the two tests already detailed in 
this publication. 
All of the trials taken separately, do not point directly to 
the same conclusion. The gains for the first year of the exp 
ment are markedly the highest for the early cutting of the first 
crop, but for the second crop they are slightly the best for the 
medium cutting. In the second trial these results are reversed, 
the highest gains being made by the late cutting of the first, 
and the early cutting of the second crop. The results of the 
third season stand relatively the same as those of the first, the 
early cutting of the first crop and the medium of the second 
taking first place in rate of gain. The fourth and fifth trials 
show almost the same thing, the exception being in the early 
cutting of the fourth season. 
Taking the results by seasons, the early cutting of the first 
crop stands highest in three tests out of five, the late cutting 
taking the lead in the other two, though in one instance by only 
a very small fraction of a pound. In the second crop the 
medium cutting stands highest in three of the five trials, though 
by so small an amount in the first year that it is practically the 
same as the early, the latter being very much the best in the 
other two trials. 
The average of the five feeding testg shows the best results 
for the early cuttings of both the first and second crops, but 
the third crop made the highest average of all. While this crop 
was in the trials only four 'seasons, the gains were all good and 
bear close comparison with those of the different cuttings of the 
other crops and indicate its high feeding value. 
The timothy hay stands well, showing better average gains 
than any alfalfa cutting except the third crop. As compared 
J893·9-1-Averages. 
First weight ........ ..... ... . 
Last weight.... .... . . . ... . 
Gain per day ........... .... .......... . 
Food eaten per dRY" .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ... . 
Digestible dry matter for lIb. of gaill. 
Dry matter for lib. of gain .... 
189-t,·95-Averages. 
First weig:. t . ..... . .... .. .. 
Last weight .......... . .. .... . 
Gain pel' day ..... . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . ....... . 
Food eaten per day. .... .. ...... .... .. 
Digestible dry matter for lIb. of gain. 
Dry matter for 1 lb. of gain ........ . .. . 
UmS·96-Averages. 
First weight. .. .......... . 
Last weight ............ .. .. . 
Gain per day .......... . .. .. 
Food eaten per day. . . . . . .. . ....... . 
Digestible dry matter for lib. of gain . 
Dry matter fur 1 lb. of gain ............ . 
189'7 -98--Averages. 
First weight ................ . 
Last weight .... . .. ......... .. 
Gain per day . . . .. . ...... .. ............ . . 
Food eaten per day . . .. . .. ... .. .. . . . . . . 
Digestible dry matter for lIb. of gain. 
Dry matter for 1 lb. of gain.. .. ... . . .. 
1898·99-Averages. 
First weight ......... .. .... .. 
Last weight ........... . .. ... . 
Gain per day ........... . .... . 
Food eaten per day.... . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . 
Digestible dry matter for lIb. of gain . 
Dry matter for lib. of gain .... .. .... . 
Avel'ages for five seasons . 
. First weight ...... .. .... .. .. . 
Last weight ... . ... ......... .. 
Gain per day . ... .... .. . ..... . .. .. ...... . . 
Food eaten per day ............. ... .. .. 
Digestible dry matter for lib. of gain. 
Dry matter for lib. of gain ... . .. ..... . 
1'ABt.F; XIIt.-SUMM.ARY FOR FIVF; SEASONS. 
First Crop Alfalfa. 
Ear!' 
Cut: 
7.11 
780 
. 78 
15 .16 
9 .61 
IUm 
929 
10113 
. 92 
20.5a 
12 .08 
21. 85 
96 L 
1188 
1.640 
26.90 
8.96 
1!l.93 
891 
10:i8 
Ull 
22 .0:3 
7.90 
12.58 
963 
1127 
1.46 
23.39 
8 .94 
13.86 
855 
103:i 
1.26 
21.60 
950 
16.22 
Medium 
Cut. 
740 .3'\ 
7;J./. . 67 
. 2:\ 
l-l . :l:l 
:H .:l8 
55.77 
990 
1113 
1.2L 
22.a-1 
9.98 
16. 85 
103:1 
1142 
. 78 
2a.lJ~ 
16.8:\ 
27.70 
89:3 
1U25 
1.20 
2l.46 
9 .69 
1!l.87 
927 
1079 
1.:16 
20 .73 
8 . 13 
13 .50 
917 
1003 
.96 
20.56 
1!l . 26 
2~ 91 
Late ( ·nt. 
752 
772.67 
.a:\ 
15.H 
"il 17 
43 .07 
968 
112.l.50 
1.a9 
2L .25 
7 .5!l 
12 .68 
1065 
12!l6 50 
1.38 
24.53 
9.80 
16.16 
i<75 
10t5 
1.52 
24.97 
7 .93 
13.58 
945 
1078 
1.18 
20.57 
8 .97 
1!l .59 
921 
1U55 
1.16 
21.35 
11 . 48 
2ll.l,2 
~ecolld Crop Alfalfa. 
Ea l'lv 
Cut. 
7:17 .67 
7.:H .67 
./l 
15.5:l 
10 .30 
1/S .92 
928 
1081. ,,0 
1.52 
22 .1:17 
8.21 
13. 89 
1076 .50 
1199 
.88 
2:\.47 
14 .75 
24 . 21 
939 
10.!2 
1.37 
1\<.]9 
7 .77 
12 .11 
939 
1050 
.99 
19 . -l9 
11 .22 
17 .61 
92l 
1031 
1.10 
211 .1:1 
10.t6 
17.4:-1 
Medilllll 
Cllt. 
705 .67 
75:\ 
.7;) 
]6 .U2 
105L 
19 .50 
9t2 
1046 
1.02 
21. ItS 
11 .23 
18.87 
1082 
1219 
.99 
25 .37 
14.12 
23.:38 
889 
1002 
1.18 
20 .5!l 
9 .45 
15.39 
929 
10.71 
1 27 
19 .91 
8 .97 
VL9:1 
909 
101 8 
1.04 
20 .60 
10 .86 
18. 21 
La t e 
Cu t . 
7:16 
740 .67 
. 17 
14 42 
41 79 
78.93 
9:17 .50 
983.50 
. 45 
17 .7t. 
111.65 
35 .68 
10~3 . 50 
1175 .50 
.66 
20.24 
17 .2U 
27 all 
957 
1057 
.90 
20 .78 
14.115 
19 . 49 
952 
1064 
1 
21 .89 
13 .70 
18 .66 
933 
1007 
.63 
19.111 
111. 7::! 
36.03 
Third 
Crop 
Alfa:ra. 
936.50 
1054 
1.13 
22 . 48 
10.70 
18. 07 
1095 
1241 
1.!'i4 
25 .74 
914 
15.43 
909 
1029 
1.58 
22.50 
6.89 
11.85 
916 
1079 
1.4!l 
23.33 
8.46 
11 .57 
964 
1100 
1.42 
23 .51 
8 .90 
14 .24 
Red 
Clovet'o 
94i< 
1089 50 
1.02 
22 .87 
8. 16 
14 .21 
1071.5 
1147 
.79 
23.24 
14 .95 
25 .15 
890 
1009 
1.41 
20 .66 
7.6-1-
12.53 
970 
1082 
1.07 
22 .26 
10.25 
17.29 
*The figures for timothy in this test were taken from the feediug experiment of 18913, which covered a period of 90 days. 
Timothy. 
840 
9H 
1.1 3 
]8 . 22 
8.4:3 
*1(.J5 
939.50 
1057.50 
1.1fi 
211.07 
8.86 
15 .16 
1097 
1267 .50 
1. 23 
2:3.58 
10 . 46 
16. 82 
907 
1106 
1. 79 
23.61 
7.19 
11.50 
944 
1104 
1.48 
21 .39 
8 . 45 
13.06 
947 
1095 .20 
1.34 
21.37 
8 .67 
14.13 
> l' 
~ 
> r 
'rj 
> 
o 
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with the various alfalfa cuttings, red clover stands only medium 
in the rate of gain produced by it. 
The average amount of food eaten per day is shown to be 
largest, generally, for the steers making the most rapid gains, 
though in no instance is the extra quantity eaten proportional 
to the greater gains made. During the first feeding trial, three 
lots ate a greater average amount daily per head than the one 
making the highest gain, but two of these stood next in order' 
and very close to that giving the best result. 
For the second year of the test, the lot of steers eating the . 
greatest number of pounds daily, gave the highest gains and 
those eating the least, the lowest. The results of the next trial 
show the same thing, the variation in the average amount eaten 
daily being a little greater in the lots making the highest and 
the lowest gains, but other sets in the same test show an 
opposite result. . 
The average of all th e feeding trials does not show the 
marked variation in the quantity of food consumed daily, that 
is found in the sep~rate tests, neither does it indicate so wide a 
difference in the rate of gain. Still, the variation points to th«f 
same general fact that the highest gains are obtained from the 
largest consumption of food and the lowest gains from the 
smallest. The variation in the amount eaten daily for the first 
five cuttings of alfalfa is less than one and one-half pounds, . 
while the difference in the daily rate of gain is almost one-third 
of a pound, though the greatest difference in the quantity eaten 
does not correspond to the greatest variation in· gains. From 
these average results it is seen that more of the third crop and 
also more of the early cutting of the first crop of alfalfa waS 
eaten by the steers, and that their gains were in consequence 
greater than those of other sets. An average of similar cuttings 
of the first and second crops does not alter the relative results, 
but makes them rather more favorable to the early cuttings. 
The quantity of digestible matter required for a pound of 
gain varies quite regularly with the rate of gain throughout the 
experiment, going down to a small amount when the gains are 
high and coming up again when they are low. The average of 
the five tests gives the lowest amount required for a pound of 
gain, to the third crop, and to the early cuttings of the other tNO 
crops. 
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The dry matter for one pound of gain is not so closely 
propor tional to the rate of gain as is the digestible matter, the 
amount depending more on the digestibility of the cutting. 
While it does not regularly indicate that any special time of 
cutting is best through the different trials, it shows distinctly 
in th e general average that the least number of pounds of dry 
matter of the third crop is required for a pound of gain and that 
a less q uantity of the early cuttings of the other crops is re-
quired than of the medium or late. 
In table XIV the average results of similar cuttings of the 
firs t and s econd crops are given for a com parison of the time of 
cutting, and also averages of all the cuttings of each crop for a 
com parison of crops. 
It m ust be kept in mind that a feeding test gives only a 
pou nd per pound comparison., and that in deciding the question 
of the best time to cut alfalfa, the yields must also be taken into 
account . One method of cutting may give better returns in 
feeding than another, pound per pound, and still not be the 
most profitable because of the smaller annual yield per acre. 
In the average presented in Table XIV, the early cuttings 
in fo ur of the fi ve feeding tests are shown to have given the best 
gains, the medium cuttings second best in three, and the late in 
two. The average of all trials gives the highest result in gains 
to the early cuttings and the lowest to the late. Representing 
the average gains of the late cuttings by 100 that of the medium 
will tand 112 and of the early 133. In the average amount of 
food eaten daily , per head, there is little variation, the extreme 
being less than three-fourths of a pound. If 100 represent the 
average amount eaten daily of the late cutting, that of the 
medium will stand 102 and of the early 103t . The amount of 
digestible matter required for a pound of gain, is least for the 
early cut alfalfa as is also the amount of dry matter. Compar-
ing these on the basis of 100 for the late cuttings, they stand as 
follows: Digestible matter for a pound of gain-late cuttings 
100, medium 78t , early 60; dry matter for one pound of gain-
late cutting 100, medium 78t , early 60. In the general average 
here represented, the digestible matter and the dry matter 
r equired for a pound of gain bear practically the same ratio to 
each other for the different cuttings, both being markedly favor-
able to the early. Taking the average results of the feeding 
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TABLE XIV.-COMPdRISO~ OF CUTTINGS AN D CRO PS. 
Average of First Second Third 
~'irst and S'c 'nd Crops Crop. Crop Crop. 
---
---
Early Hed'm Late All All All 
Cut· Cut- Cllt- Cut- Cut- Cut-
ting. tiug. ting. tiogs. tings. tinea. 
- -----------
---
1893-4. 
First 'veight ... . ...... . . . . . ....... . .. .. .. . .. . 7::J4 723 7-14 7U 726 
Last weight . . .. .. .. . . ...... . ....... . . .. . .. . 782 754 760 769 761 
Gain per day . .. . . .. .. . ....... . .. . . .. ... . .. . . .76 .49 .25 .45 .55 
15.34
1 
15.17 14.92 U .97 15 .32 
9 .95 20.94 32.48 21.39 20 .87 
18. 38 37 .63 61.00 38.90 89.12 
Food eaten per day . .. . ... . .... . . . . . ... .. .. . 
Digestible matter for lIb. gain . . .. . . . .. . . . 
Dry matter for lib. gain .. . .... . . ... . . .. . 
--- - --------
---
1894-5. 
First weight . ... . ... . .. . . . ,. .... .... .. ..... . 929 966 953 962 951 937 
Last '''eight .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . ... . ....... . ... 1052 1080 1054 1087 1037 105' 
G a in per day .... . .. . . . . . . ... .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 1 22 1.12 .92 1.17 1 1.13 
Food eaten per day . . .. . ....... .... ... ... . . 21. 75 21 .75 19.49 21.37 20 .62 22.48 
Digestible matter for 1 lb. gain . . . ... . .. . . . 10 .15 10 .62 !<l. tiO 9.87 13.70 10.70 
Dry matter for 1 lb. gain .... .... .... .. .. . .. 17 .87 17. 86 ~4.18 17.12 22 .81 18.07 
---------------
1895-6. 
First weight ... . ... . . .. .. . . . ......... . .. .. . 1019 1057 1074 1020 1081 1095 
Last w eight .. .. . ... . . " . ... . .. . ... . . . . . .... 1198 1180 1216 1196 1198 1241 
Gain per day . . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . . . ... . ... . .... 1. 26 .88 1.02 1.27 .84 I .M 
Foodeatenperday .. . . . . . . ..... . .. ... . .. . 2;) .18 24 .64 22. 38 25 .12 23 .03 25.7' 
Digestihle matter for lib. gain .. . H .B5 15.47 13 .50 I ll.86 15.36 9.1' 
D.·ymatterfor1Ib . gain ... . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 19 .57 25.54 21.77 19.60 2499 15.43 
----------------- --- - ----- ---------
1897-8. 
First weight . .... . . . .. ..... .... 915 891 !H6 886 928 9(8 
Last weight . . .. ... . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 1050 1013 1051 1043 1034 1029 
Gain per day . . .. ... . .... .... .. .. ... . ... . .... 1.44 1.19. 1.21 1.41 1.15 1.~ 
Food eaten per day . . ... . ... .... .... ... .. ... 20.61 21.00 2<1 .87 22 .82 20.17 2250 
Digestible matter for lib . gain .. .. .. ..... 7. 83 9.57 11 09 8. 51 10.49 6.89 
Dry matter for lib. gain . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 12 .34 15 .03 16 .53 1LOI 15.66 11 8"~ 
1898-9. --------- ---1---
F irst weight . . ... .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . .. .. ... . .. . . 1 !-l5I 928 948 915 9-10 916 
Last weight .. . .. . . .. .. ... . .. .. ...... .. . . . .. . . 10 1075 10~1 1095 1062 1079 
-Gain per day . ...... . . .. ... ...... . . . ... . . . . ' " 1.22 1.31 109 1.3:1 1.09 1.45 
Food eaten per day .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . 21.H 20 .32 21 23 21 56 20.43 23.::13 
D igestible matter for lib. gain . . . . . . .. .. . . 100 8. 70 11 33 8 .78 11.30 8 ... 6 
Drymatterforllb.gain . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . 15 .n 13 .71 16.62 13.98 167:J 11.57 
Averages f o r five seasons. 
----------1-
FiI'st w e ight .. ..... .. . .... . .. .... .. .. .. .. 889 913 9~7 898 922 !1M 
Last weight ..... .... .... ... ....... .. .. .. . 1033 1010 1031 1031 1017 1100 
Gain per day . .. .. . . .. ...... . .. . .. 1.18 1 .89 1.13 . 92 1.42 
Food eateu per day . .. .. . .. ......... .. .. . . .. 20'86 20 .58 20 .18 21.17 19.91 23.51 
Digestible matter for l Ib. g ain .......... . . 9.98 13.06 16.60 12 .08 14.35 8.90 
D ry matter for 1 lb. gain . . . . . . .. .. .... ... 16 .82 22.07 28 .02 20 .73 2'.3 .89 14.2' 
:..... 
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tests without regard to the yield or digestibility, previous ly dis-
cussed , every point in the comparison is favorable to the early 
cuttings , and indicates tha t in order to secure th e highest feed-
ing qualities, alfalfa s hould not be harvested later than very 
early bloom. 
Comparing the cr op averages exhibited in the last three 
column of the table , it will be found that the third crop gave 
the hig hes t rate of gain in three tests out of the four in 
which it was used. Th e fil"s t crop shows a better result than 
the second in four of the five tes ts, but in only one is it better 
than the third. In the five years averages, the third crop s tands 
bes t in r ate of gain and als o in the amount of digestible matter 
for one pound of gain, while the s econd crop is poorest in both. 
Representing the daily gains of the third crop by 100, that of 
the second w ill be 64t and the fir s t 89t . If 100 repres ent the 
quantity o f digestible mattel" for a pound of gain in the third 
crop , 161 will represent that in the second and 135 in the 
firs t. T he food eaten daily is greatest for the third crop. 
Rep resenting this amount b y 100, the second crop stands 84t 
and t he fi rst 90. A s a whole the res ults s how the highest feed-
ing value, taken pound per pound, for the third crop and the 
lowest fo r the s econd. 
BEEF PRODU CT PER ACRE. 
It has been s hown that the yields, composition and diges ti-
bilityare favorable to cutting alfalfa when the fir s t blooms 
appear. It has also been found that for cattle feeding, the rate 
of gain and the quantity of digestible matter required for a 
pound of gain, fayor the same method. In order to present 
the results of the feeding trials in a more practical way , Table 
X V has been arranged to exhibit the beef product per acre by 
th e diffe rent methods of cutting for the s eparate tests and the 
average product for the full time of the experiment. It w ill be 
obser ved that not only in the general average of the five trials but 
al o in each separate trial, the highes t yie1d of beef cilme from 
that piece of land from which .the early cuttings were made, and 
that th e yield in every instance but one was enough larger 
than from either of the other pieces to make the result decisive. 
In fo ur of the fi ve tests, the piece of land from which the late 
cutting s were made, gave the lowest beef product. The average 
TABLE XV.-BEEF PRODUCT PER ACRE. 
Early Cuttine-. d :>.. d a> 8 . :: a>' .; fi: ~ Medium Cutting. .; ~'tl t Late Cutting. ';j f .. ~ I~~~~ ~~~E ~~!! 
i ~ ~ ~ First Isecond I Third J ~ 8 ~ First isecond\ Th i rd '3 ~ § ~ ~ ~.;:O Crop. Crop. Crop. ~ ~:tC:S Crop. Crop. Crop. ~ ~.;:O First ISecond l Third Crop. Crop. Crop. 
1
_ --1---1- --1- --1---1---1---'---'--- '---'---,---
Yield per ~s:;~ ...... ........ ....... ... ... .. .. ........ 3558. 
Hay required for one pound of gain . . ... . . . . . . . "1 21.08 
2130. 
21.99 
96 .86 
1494. 
15 .65
1 
........ 
95.46 361.10 
3411. 
7209 
47 .32 
2871. 
21.83 
131. 51 
876. 
15.65
1 
..... .. . 
55.97 234.8CJ 
4095 . 
50. 
81.90 
3027. 
96 .871 .... .. "I" ... ... Gain per acre . . . ...... . ... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. . . . ISIS . 78 31.24 .... .. . 113 .14 
189!. 
Yield per acre . . . ... . . .... .. . .... .. .. ...... . . . . ... "1 4254 . 
Hay required for One pound of gain .. .. . ..... ... . 17 .82 
Gain per acre . .... .. ........ .... ... ........ .... 238 .72 
3720. 
29 .88
1 
.. . .. ... I .. ·· .. .. 
124.49 .. .. .. . . 520.96 
3348 . 1 3162 . 
12 .35 16 .02
1 
... .. .. . 
271.09197.37707.18 
3948. 1 2211. 1 3330 . I .. .. ·· "1 4377 . 15 .00 16 50 16 .02...... .. 11.04 
263.20 134.00 207 .86 605.06 396.47 
1---1---.---.---.---.- --.---.---.---,---,---,---1895. 
Yield per a cre. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . .. .. .... .. . 
Hay required for one pound of gain.... ... . . .. . . 
Gain per acre .. .. ...... . .. .. . . .. . .......... . ... .. 
3910 . 
12.58 
310.81 
4270. 
19.46 
219.42 
2385. 
12 .82 
186.04 716.27 
4290 . 1 3707 . 
22.46 19.29 
191.00 192 .17 
1215. 
12 .82
1 
.. .... . 
94.77 477 .94 
5782. 13855. 
13 ~24 21.34, ........ , ........ 
436.70 180.65....... . 617.35 
---------------- -----1- - -1---1---1---.---,--- ,---,---,--- , - - - ,--_, _ _ _ 
1897 . 
YIeld per ..,... . . . . . . . ...... . . . ... . . . . .. ... " .. "1 5093 . I "20. 1 3530. I· ." ... '1"" · 1 3890 . 11713. I' ... .. "1 4630. I '080 . 
Hay requirer! for one pound of gain ..... ........ .. 14 .22 13.49 15.16.... .... 17 .19 H.4! 15 .16........ 15.77 22.13 ........ 
Gain per acre.... . . . .. .... . .... ............ ..... 358.16 312 .82 232 .49 903 .47 270 .79 270 .01 112 .99 653 .79 293.60 184 .57' .. . ..... 1 4.78.17 
·_ ---- ------- ----- ----1-- -1 - --.---.---.- --,- --,---,---,---,---,---,---
1898. 
Yield per acre . . .. . ... . ...... . ... . .. . . . ... ........ .. . ' 1 4720 . '1 3855 . 
Hay required for one pound of gain.. .. ....... .. .. 13 .74 16 .60 
Gain per a cre . .. ..... .. .. .... .... .. .. ........... 343 .52 332 .23 
3663. 
2~:~:1" 840:04 
5385. 
13 .61 
269 .14 
3800. 138~. I .. · .. "1 6188 . 1 4325 . 13 03 13.86.. .. .... 15.73 ' 18.69 
291.63 277.06 837.83 393.39 23UI 
1429. 
13 .86, ...... .. 
103.10 U7 . 90 
Average gain per acre for five years .... .... ... .... I 284.001 226 .481 195 .131 705.611 208.291 20.1.861 149.731 561.881 320.411 15(H71 20.621 490.50 
t-) 
o 
...j:>. 
t:d 
c:: 
b 
t:rj 
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of the fi ve years also gives it this positio~. Letting 100 re-
present the acre beef product from the piece 'of early cuttiugs 
in each year's test and in the average of all, and giving the pro-
ducts from the pieces of medium and late cuttings proportionate 
numbers , we have the following comparisons. 
TESTS. 
F irst Test... ..... . ... . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . 
::iecond Test . .. . ...... . ... ... . . . . .. ... . . . 
T hird Test ........ .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ......... . 
Fourth Test .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . ... . . . . .. . 
F ifth Test .. .. ................. ... .. .. 
Average ..... .. ........ .. .. .. .. .... .. ... . 
EARLY MEDIUM LATE 
C UTTINGS . CUTTINGS. C UTTINGS . 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
65 
8!i7'2 
66% 
72% 
99% 
797'2 
31~ 
73% 
86 
52~ 
8631 
697'2 
COST OF PRODUCT. 
In determining the relative cost of the gains, the market 
prices of the various foods delivered at the Experiment Station 
were used. These were as follows: Alfalfa, $4 per ton; 
shredded corn fodder, $5; timothy hay, $6; bran and shorts, $10; 
chopped wheat, $16; and chopped corn, $16. For the roughage, 
the prices are higher than the farmer who grows his own feed-
ing stuffs usually estimates them, the difference being in the 
expense of delivery. The high prices of the grains and the 
present small margin between the finished and unfinished beef 
product, practically debars the Utah farmer from competing in 
the eas tern markets. While the unfinished Utah steer sells at 
home for so nearly the same price per pound that the finished 
one brings in the Chicago market, as he has done for the past 
two years , few will be kept for winter feeding. The approved 
plan , and doubtless the most profitable one at present, is to keep 
th e s t eers on the range during the grazing season, feeding them 
well on alfalfa hay during the winter, thus keeping up a good 
thrifty growth until they are sufficiently matured to .be finished 
off for beef. They are then generally sold during the fall or 
winter before they become three years old and are taken where 
cor n is cheap for the final feeding. By this meth~d the Utah 
s tockmen get the benefits of the cheap, vigorous growth that 
the rang e and alfalfa give without the use of ex pensive concen-
trate . Alfalfa hay , containing a high per cent of mus cle and 
bone-making material, is well suited to such a method, keeping 
the s t eer s in a good thrifty condition without the aid of a grain 
ration. . 
T able XVI is arranged to show the food required for one 
hundr ed pounds of gain and the cost of the same during the 
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last two trials of the feeding experiment. For the first of these 
two tests the lots fed the early cuttings required the least 
amount of hay for one hundred pounds of gain, and the total 
food cost of both hay and grain was less for this gain than for 
any of the other lois, that fed the third crop excepted which 
was in the test only during the first period when no grain was 
used. The medium cuttings are a little the best in the last 
test, though in the total food cost for one hundred pounds in-
crease, the third crop is a trifle better than their average. In 
both of the tests, it required less of the timothy hay than any 
other roughage for one hundred pounds incl-ease live weight .. 
Of the different cuttings represented in the average, the 
early required the smallest quantity of hay for one hundred 
pounds of gain and the late the largest, but the total cost of the 
gain is three cents per hundred the least for the medium. This 
seeming discrepancy is accounted for by the fact that the lot of 
steers receiving this hay in the first of the two tests, was 
dropped from the experiment before the close of the grain 
feeding period. . 
The gains from the corn fodder were the most expensive 
of all. Those of the timothy cos t more than from any of the 
lucern cuttings excepting one. This resulted from the price 
of the timothy hay being fifty per cent higher than that of 
alfalfa. 
Table XVII shows the quantity of roughage required for 
one hundred pounds of gain in each of the five years of the 
experiment, and the cost of the same. These results must not 
be considered as the entire cost of the gains since the concen-
trates fed are not taken into account, the table having been 
arranged only for a comparison of the different cuttings of 
alfalfa and the timothy hay. Whenever grain was fed, all lots 
were given equal amounts in order not to interfere with the 
comparative results of the roughage. The value of all the alfalfa 
hay is estimated at the same price per ton so that the relative 
cost of one hundred pounds gain in the different cuttings will 
be the same as the relative amounts of hay required, but the 
money value may make the differences more apparent. The 
cost of increase of the cuttings differs greatly for the different 
tests and even for the different crops of the same season. The 
greatest extremes in the amount of hay required for one 
hundred pounds of gain, and hence in the cost, occur among the 
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TABLE XVI.-COSr OF GAIN~-LASr TWO TESTS . 
I FOOD RE-
QUIRED F OR 100 
1 LBB. OF GAIN 
COST OF FOOD FOR 
100 LBS. OF 
GAIN. 
II g j I 3 o E-I 
_ ____ _______ _ 1 ___ 1 ___ __ ~_I _____ ~ ____ ---
I 1 97- 98. 
Alfalfa, First Cr op , Early Cut-
ting .. .. . . . . .......... .. .. .. 
Alfalfa, First Crop, Medium 
Cutting .. ... .... ...... ...... . . 
Alfalfa. First Crop, Late Cut-
ting...... .. . . . .. ..... . ... . 
Alfa lfa. Second Crop, Early 
Cutting' .. . .. . ... ... .. __ .... 
Alfalfa. Second Crop, Medium 
Cutting . . . .. . ....... .. .... ... . 
Alfalfa, ' ecolld Crop, Late 
Cutting . . . .. .. ......... . . .... . 
Alf~!fa, Third Crop, all Cut-
lngs .. . . . ........ . ... .. . . _ .. . 
Timothy Hay. . . . . ...... . ....... . 
Corn Fodder .. .. . .... . .. . ...... .. 
7142 
644 
8014 
6112 
59iO 
6610 
5458 
7668 
6020 
502 
398 
508 
453 
342 
300 
360 
596 
324 
1423 
1719 
1577 
13!9 
1737 
2213 
1516 
1286 
140 
196 
151 
173 
112 
256 
131 
$ 2.85 
3.44 
3.15 
2. 70 
3.47 
4.(3 
3 .03 
3.86 
$ 0 .91 
1.27 
0.98 
1.13 
0 .73 
1. 66 
0. 85 
$ 3.76 
4.71 
' .13 
3.83 
4.20 
6.09 
3 .03 
4 .71 
lE58 241 4 .64 1 1.57 6.21 
-----------1----;------------ --- - --
1 98-99 . 
Alfa~fa . Fir t C rop, Early Cut-
A)f~if~~":ih~~t . C~~;p; 'Me(fi~~" 
Alf~f;:Wi~~t' C~~p,' Late' Cui:" 
tll ,g... . . ... ... . .... . . .. .. 
Alfalfa . . Second Crop, Eariy '1 Alf3~~.ts~~;;~d· C~oP, 'Med'i~~' . 
Alf~f!~in~~O~d' 'C;op;' 'i'~te" 
Alf~~~,tiT~i~d' 'C~op ; 'iii' C~t: ' 
tlngs .. . . .. . . ... .. .. . . .. ... . 
6758 
6232 
6259 
5528 
5576 
6282 
6748 
Timothy .. ...... " ...... .. .. . , . . .. 6046 
Corn Fodder. . . . ... . ... .. . .... . 6231 
A VERA.GE OF LIKE C UTTIN GS . 
Alfalfa, Ea rly Cutting' .. . ...... . 6385 
Alfalfa, Medium Cutting .. . . ... 6148 
Alfalfa, Late Cutting . . . ..... .. . 6899 
Alfalfa, Third Crop . . .. " . . ... . . 6103 
Timothy .. .. . '" .. . . .. .. . . ... . ... 6857 
Corn Fodder... . ...... ....... . .... 6126 
492 
458 
398 
333 
428 
336 
487 
480 
1373 
1361 
1573 
1660 
1303 
1989 
1385 
1259 
475 I 1312 
354 
348 
(34 
516 
408 
434 
346 
363 
346 
$ 2. 75 $ 2.36 $ 5. 11 
2.72 
3 .15 
3.32 
2.61 
3.98 
2.77 
3.78 
3 .28 
2 .32 
2 .90 
3.43 
2.U 
2.89 
2 .31 
2.42 
2.31 
5.04 
6.05 
6 75 
5.35 
6.87 
5 .08 
6 .20 
5 .59 
-=-1-:-'-:-1== $ U 
407 
386 
424 
538 
400 
1530 
1838 
1451 
1273 
1585 
266 
319 
173 
2t7 
294 
3.06 
3.68 
2.90 
3 . 2 
3.96 
1. 77 4 .83 
2 .11 5.79 
1.15 4.06 
::: I :: 
TABLE XVII.-COST OF ROUGHAGE FOR 100 POUNDS OF GAIN. 
;- ..: ~ ALFALFA ALFALFA I'<q::l p., = ~e1~ E-i 
FIRST CROP. SECOND CROP. ~~O 0 ~ 
~ 
-L 
..,; 
s . ~ ~ ~~ ~ <Ii 0 0 0 0 bI U 0"" 0 0 0 
-= >. · ... 0 >. ;g8 ~E ]0 .s $ 'i: 'i:: 
<IS ~ <IS <IS ~ <IS 0 
r"'l ...:l -~-- ..,:l 0 - -- - -- - --
- - - ------
1893-94. 
Total Gain During Period . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . ... • •.. .. ... . 147 .:3 62 141 142 32 .. .. 405 
Total Roughage Fed During Period 0 ... .... ... . .. .. . • . ... 3100 3100 3100 3100 3100 3100 .... 5997 
Pounds Roughage Required for 100 Ibs. of gain . .. . . . . . . 2109 7209 5000 2199 2183 9687 .. .. 1480 
Cost of Roughage for 100 lbs. of gain .. ... . . , ..... . . . ... . . $4.22 $14 .41 $10 .00 $4.39 $4.37 $19.36 .... 0$4 .44* 
------------ ---
------ - --
1894-95. 
Total Gain During Period .. ...... .. ... . ... . . ... ......... . .. 188 246 311 307 208 92 231 236 
Total Roughage Fed During Per iod. . .. . .. . . .. .. 0. . . . . . . 3350 3691 3433 3792 3432 2749 3702 3198 
Pounds of Roughage Required fOt" 100 Ibs. gain . ... . ... . 1782 1500 110t 1235 1650 2988 1603 1355 
Cost of Roughage for 1()() Ibs. gain . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . ..... $3 .56 $3.00 $2. 21 $2 .47 $3 .30 $5.97 $3 .21 $4.06 
------ ------
-,-------1895-96. 
Total Gain During Period ...... .. .. ... . .... .... .... . .. . , ... 455 218 383 245 274 184 292 341 
Total Roughage Fed During Period .... . . ... ... . . . .. ...• . . 5724 4898 5071 4768 5287 3926 3743 4808 
Pounds of Roughage Required for 100 lbs gain .. . . ... .. . 1258 22!6 1324 1946 1929 2133 1282 1409 
Cost of Roughage for 100 Ibs. gain .... .......... ...... $2.M $4.49 $2.65 $3.89 $3.81) $4.27 $2.56 $4.23 
* The above ilcures were taken from the experiment of 1~7 whioh ran thro08'h a period of 90 daJ'8. (OoatiDued) 
AVERAGE 
OF CUTTINGS. 
~ ~ 0 S . 0 0 :::..,. 0 
>. · ... 0 ]0 Q;l 
'i: ..,. 
<IS ~ <IS 
r"'l ...:l 
---
144 93 47 
3100 3100 3100 
2154 4696 7344 
$4 .31 $9 .39 $14 .68 
---------
248 227 202 
3571 3562 3091 
1509 1575 20'6 
$3 .02 $3 .15 $4.09 
- --
---
---
350 246 234 
5246 5093 4499 
1602 2138 1729 
$3.20 $4.17 $3.46 
tv 
o 
00 
t:d 
~ 
t:rl 
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TABLE XVII (CONTINUED).-COST OF ROUGHAGE FOR 100 POUNDS OF GAIN. 
T 
T 
1897-98 . 
otal Gain During Period. . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . ... ..... .... 
otal Roughage Fed During Period.... . . . . . . . . ... . . .... 
'ounds of Roughage Required for 100 lbs of gain .. .. . . 
ost of Roughage for 100 Ibs. gain ............ . ,. . ....... 
1898-99. 
Total Gain During Period.... .. .. .... .. .. .... ..... . ... .. .. 
Total Roughage Fed During Period . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. ... . . 
Pounds of Roughage Required for 100 Ibs. gain ... . ... . . 
Cost of Roughage for 100 lbs. gain. . .. . .. . ... ... . .. ..... . 
A VERAGE, FIVE YEARS. 
Total Gain During Period . . ............ .. .. . . ...... ... .. . . 
Total Roughage Fed During Period ..... .. ... .... . ...... . 
Pounds of Roughage Required for 100 Ibs.gain .. . .. . . .. 
~ost of Roughage for 100 lbs. gain . . . . .... . ...... . ... . .. 
---
ALFALFA 
FIRST CRUP. 
~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 
.... ~ 
>. al~ G) 'i: .,. 
a:S ~ a:S -~-- H ------
502 398 508 
7142 6844 8044 
1423 1719 1577 
$2.85 $3,44 $3.15 
------
492 458 398 
6758 62~2 6259 
1373 1361 1573 
$2.75 $2 .72 $3.15 
------ ---
357 273 332 
5215 4953 5175 
1589 2807 : 2116 
$3.18 $5.61 1$4·23 
-< ~ 
ALFALFA f«Ap.. III He;lO fi 
SECOND CROP. <C1Il~ 0 ~HO ~ ~ _ H _ _ 
~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 -0 
.... ~ :;;·B >. alo G) 
'i: iii (\I ~ ~ ~ H ~ 
------------
453 342 300 360 596 
6112 5940 6640 5458 7668 
1349 1737 2213 1516 1286 
$2.70 $3.47 $4.43 $3.03 $3.86 
---------------
333 428 336 487 480 
5528 5576 6282 6748 6046 
1660 1303 1989 1385 1259 
$3.32 $261 $3.98 $2.77 $3.78 
------ - -----
---
296 279 189 343 412 
4660 4667 4539 4913 5543 
1678 1760 3802 1422 1358 
$3 .35 $3 .52 $7 .60 $2.89 $4.07 
AVERAGE 
OF CUTTINGS. 
~ ~ ~ ~~ 0 0 
.... ~ >. 
-gO G) 
'i: ... 
a:S ~ a:S CI::l H 
------
478 370 404 
6627 6392 7327 
1386 1728 1895 
$2.78 $3.46 ~.79 
---------
413 443 367 
6193 5904 6271 
1517 1332 1781 
$3.04 $2 .67 $3.57 
---------
327 276 254 
4938 4810 4857 
1634 2284 2959 
$3.27 $4.57 $5 .92 
> ~ 
~ 
> ~ 
~ 
> 
o 
::<J 
~ q 
() 
~ 
N 
o 
..c 
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late cuttings where both the greatest and the least are found. 
The fir t seven columns of the table give the results in detaU 
by crops and cuttings, while the last three show the average of 
like cuttings. The comparison of the different cuttings with 
each other, also with the third crop and timothy hay, may be 
made most readily from the latter ~olumns. It will be learned 
from an inspection of these that in four of the five feeding 
trials, one hundred pounds of gain were made at the least cost 
from the early cuttings, and at the greatest from the late. In 
one instance the gains from the medium cuttings were made at 
a less cost than those from the early, but in no trial were those 
of the late cuttings made at as Iowa cost as from the early. 
The greatest difference in the cost of gains occurred in the first · 
tes t, and the least in the last, bu t in no test excepting the first 
may the results be considered as extraordinary. The greatest 
reliance should be placed on the final average result in cost of 
product shown by the amounts in the three right hand columns 
on the last line of the table, which are as follows: Cost of one 
hundred pounds by early cutting, $3.27; by medium, $4.57; and by 
late, $5.92. These figures give the final average cost per hundred 
pounds of gain from the early, medium, and late cuttings of t 
first and second crops of alfalfa, through a period of five ye 
including five feeding tests. Since there were two cuttings 
a kind each season, one for the first and another for the secon 
crop, and a separate feeding test made of each, these resul 
are really equivalent to the average of ten ordinary feeding e 
periments and on that account the deductions from them should 
be considered as doubly reliable. From the average cost of one 
hundred pounds of gain by the different methods of cutting 
here given, it is seen that for each hundred pounds of live 
weight produced by the early cutting, there was a saving of 
$1.30 over that produced by the medium, and $2.65 over that by 
the late. Representing the cost of product of the early cut .. 
ting by 100, that of the medium will be 140 and of the late 181. 
The cheapest product was made by the third crop, one hundred 
pounds of gain from it costing thirty-eight cents less than from 
the early cutting. This result is a point in favor of the early 
cutting method, since by it the third crop yield is greater than 
by either of the others. The gains from timothy hay cost 
more than those from the third crop or early cutting, but less 
than those from the medium and late. Comparing the cost of 
